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Abstract 
Phosphorus is one of the essential elements in plant cells. Unlike other essential 
elements, bioavailable form of phosphorus - phosphate (Pi), is at low concentration in 
native soil. Therefore plants have developed various strategies to adapt to the low soil 
Pi concentration, such as the production of acid phosphatases (APases) to scavenge 
insoluble Pi (usually in the form of organic phosphate) that store in native soil. 
However, the molecular events about the phosphorus regulation in higher plants are 
still unclear. Previous study in our lab has shown that the expression of tomato purple 
acid phosphatase (TPAPl), a Pi starvation induced gene in tomato, is regulated at 
transcriptional level. 
In this study, the regulatory sequences in the promoter region of the gene 
encoding TPAPl are investigated by promoter deletion approach. The sequentially 
deleted promoters were then fused to the beta-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene and 
transformed into tobacco. The effect of the deleted regions on the promoter and how 
the regions may interact can be revealed by the expression of the GUS reporter. In 
addition, the TPAPl cDNA is cloned and analyzed, and the secretory APases, induced 
during Pi starvation, is also studied. 
Results showed that the nucleotide sequence and predicted amino acid sequence 
iii 
of TPAPl share high sequence homology to other plant purple acid phosphatases 
(PAPs), especially tobacco NtPAP12. In the study of secretory APases, two APases， 
with molecular mass of about 57kDa and 84kDa, were found. Results showed that the 
regulation of expression of the two secretory APases are different from each other, as 
the 57kDa secretory APase is expressed prior to the 84kDa secretory APase. 
In the promoter analysis, regulatory elements, related to hormonal response and 
Pi starvation specific response, are found in the TPAPl promoter based on sequence 
search. Transgenic analysis showed that the 2.8Kbp TPAPl promoter is expressed in 
the root tip of tobacco. The GUS enzyme activities of the 2.8Kbp TPAPl promoter 
and its sequentially deleted versions showed differences, suggesting there are 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Phosphorus is one of the essential elements in plants. It is a part of the building 
blocks of life, such as DNA, RNA and phospholipid. In addition, inorganic 
phosphorus plays important roles in the metabolic activities in plants, such as 
photosynthesis and respiration. 
Although phosphorus is quite abundant in earth crust, it has only one 
bio-available form, the phosphate ion (Pi). Free phosphate concentration in native soil 
is usually very low in comparison with other essential macronutrients. Instead, most 
of the phosphate stored as organic phosphate or insoluble form of phosphate, which 
cannot be directly uptake by plants (Goldstein et al., 1988a). 
To adapt to the low phosphate concentrations in native soil, plants have 
developed various strategies to deal with this situation. These strategies include 
increasing root to shoot ratio, increasing Pi uptake, translocating Pi from storage, 
regulating the Pi homeostatsis in plant and producing and secreting phosphatases to 
mobilize Pi from soil (Goldstein et al., 1988a, 1998b; Zhang, 2001). 
Phosphatases are a class of enzymes that catalyse the hydrolysis of phosphate 
esters and acid phosphatases (APases) are phosphatases that have optimal pH below 
pH 7.0. Among APases found in plants, purple acid phosphatase (PAP) is 
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distinguished by its purple color, and its iron-containing dimetal center. PAPs are 
commonly found in both animals and plants. Plant PAPs share high homology in both 
DNA and protein sequences between each species, implying their importance to plant 
during evolution. The enzymatic properties of some PAPs were well studied (Duff et 
al, 1994; Zhang, 2001). 
Recent studies found that the expression of PAPs in higher plants is regulated at 
transcription level during phosphate starvation (Liang, 1998; Zhang 2001). Therefore, 
the regulatory mechanism of genes during phosphate starvation and the search for 
regulatory elements have become the focus in studying phosphate starvation 
regulatory mechanism in plants. 
In this study, regulatory regions on the 5' upstream region (promoter) of the 
Tomato Purple Acid Phosphatase {TPAPl) gene were studied by deletion mapping. 
Constructs with sequentially deleted promoter, fused with GUS as reporter gene, were 
used in transient expression assay by biolistic bombardment and transgenic assay by 
stable transformation into tobacco. The objective is to discover the cis-acting regions 
that are responsible for the regulation of expression of TPAPl during phosphate 
starvation for further studies. In addition, the cDNA of TPAPl will be cloned and 
analyzed, and the Pi starvation inducible secretory APase will also be studied. 
2 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Phosphorus and Plants 
2.1.1 Importance of phosphorus 
Phosphorus is one of the essential elements in plants. It is a part of the building 
blocks of life, such as DNA，RNA and phospholipids. Also, phosphorus plays 
important roles in the metabolic activities in plants, including ATP and pyrophosphate 
(PPi) as the universal energy currencies that control energy transfer in photosynthesis 
and respiration, regulating the activities of proteins by phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999; Smith et aL, 2003). 
2.1.2 Phosphorus is a limiting nutrient 
Despite of its importance to plant and quite abundant in earth crust, phosphorus 
has only one bio-available form, the phosphate ion (orthophosphate, Pi, PCU�.). Free 
Pi is one of the least available nutrients; its concentration in native soil is usually very 
low in comparison with other essential macronutrients, which makes it seldom 
adequate for optimal plant growth. Instead, most of the Pi stored as organic phosphate 
(about 20% to 80% of total Pi) or insoluble form of phosphate, such as locked in soil 
organic matter, forming calcium salts or complexed by iron or aluminium oxides, 
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which cannot be directly uptake by plants (Holford, 1997; Goldstein et al., 1988; 
Schachtman et a!., 1998; Plaxton and Carswell, 1999; Abel et al., 2002). Therefore, in 
general Pi availability in native soil lies in the micromolar range. For example, clay 
soil virtually lacks free Pi and the median concentrations of free Pi in most soil types 
are below 10|jM, which is much lower than that of other nutrients (Muchhal and 
Raghothama, 1999; Abel et al., 2002). 
Phosphate deficiency in native soil led to the extensive use of Pi fertilizers in 
agriculture to provide free Pi to plants directly. However, overuse of Pi fertilizers 
results in pollution of water, such as algal bloom, and waste of valuable Pi resources. 
Most of the phosphate resources harvested are used in agriculture, and these resources 
are harvested from fossilized sediments as the result of ancient biological activity. In 
addition, the terrestrial phosphate cycle is an open-ended cycle. Thus, the phosphate 
resources are non-renewable resources and believed to be depleted within the next 70 
years. Therefore, by studying how plants cope with Pi deficiency may provide 
knowledge for more effective use of the valuable Pi resources (Plaxton and Carswell, 
1999; Abel et al, 2002). 
2.2 Responses of Plants to Phosphate Deficiency 
To adapt to the low phosphate concentrations in native soil, plants have 
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developed various strategies to deal with this situation. According to Raghothama 
(1999)，these strategies can be classified into four categories: morphological 
responses, physiological responses, biochemical responses and molecular responses. 
All these strategies have the ultimate goal to increase Pi uptake and maintain the Pi 
level in the cytoplasm (Schachtman et ai, 1998). 
2.2.1 Morphological changes of plants during phosphate deficiency 
2.2.1.1 Modification of the root system 
The modification of root morphology during Pi deficiency is well studied, these 
include increased in root mass, higher root to shoot ratio, the formation of higher 
branched roots (also known as "proteoid" or "cluster" roots), increased in lateral root 
growth, increased in root hair density and elongation of root hair (Johnson et al., 1996; 
Keerthisinghe et al, 1998; Raghothama, 1999; Zhang, 2001; Williamson et al., 2001; 
Lopez-Bucio et al., 2003). In addition, during root system establishment in soil with 
uneven distribution of Pi supply, more lateral roots are found in those areas with high 
Pi supply than those with low Pi supply (Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2004, Ticconi et al., 
2004). All these modifications will result in the increase of total root surface area for 
soil exploration and thus, increase in the efficiency of Pi exploitation and uptake, 
especially in root hair where it contributes most Pi uptake in plants (Raghothama, 
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1999). 
Ticconi et al. (2004) discovered that mechanisms modifying the root architecture 
of Arabidopsis during Pi deficiency included the sensing of local Pi status and altering 
of root meristematic activities. When Pi supply was limiting, the meristematic activity 
of the primary root of wild-type Arabidopsis is lowered, also lateral root proliferation 
is increased during low Pi conditions when compared with that in high Pi conditions. 
These suggested that meristematic activity of the primary root in Arabidopsis is 
reduced during Pi deficiency, and may result in the development of lateral roots. 
In study of the Arabidopsis root-hair-less mutant {rhd2 mutant), Bates and Lynch 
(2001) discovered that the growth pattern under Pi sufficient conditions in both rhd2 
mutant and wild-type plants were similar. However, when under Pi limiting conditions, 
wild-type shown a better plant growth, reflected by biomass accumulation, than that 
of the rhd2 mutant, reflecting the importance of root hair for Pi uptake, especially 
under Pi limiting conditions. 
2.2.1.2 Symbiotic association of roots with mycorrhiza 
Symbiotic association of roots with mycorrhiza is another widespread response 
in plant during Pi deficiency (Abel et al, 2002). Over 80% of terrestrial flowering 
plant species are believed to have the ability to form symbiotic associations with 
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mycorrhiza (Burleigh and Harrison, 1997). These associations can enhance the Pi 
uptake by plant, via fungal hyphae. It is due to the large surface area of the hyphae 
that extends the phosphate depletion zone of the rhizosphere, which is originally 
inaccessible by plant (Burleigh and Harrison, 1997; Abel et al,, 2002). 
2.2.2 Maintenance of phosphate levels in plants during phosphate deficiency 
2.2.2.1 Phosphate homeostasis in plants 
The Pi homeostasis during phosphate deficiency includes translocating Pi from 
vacuole at cellular level, translocating Pi from storage organs and regulating the Pi 
homeostasis in the whole plant level. 
The decrease in cytoplasmic Pi concentration is the direct effect of Pi deficiency, 
as stated by Natr (1992), and the vacuole, which typically stored most of the cellular 
Pi in a Pi sufficient cell, acts as a pool to buffer the changes in cytoplasmic Pi level 
resulting from fluctuations in environmental Pi supply. During environmental Pi 
deficiency, Pi stored in vacuole is released into the cytoplasm, in order to maintain a 
constant cytoplasmic Pi level at about 5mM to lOmM (Mimura 1995; Mimura et al., 
1996; Schachtman et al., 1998). 
In the maintenance of whole plant Pi homeostasis, most of the Pi absorbed by the 
roots is transported to young leaves via xylem in Pi sufficient conditions (Mimura et 
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al, 1996). When under Pi deficiency, as the Pi supplied by root is limited, Pi stored in 
older leaves is mobilized and translocated to younger leaves and roots via phloem 
(Schachtman et al., 1998). Inorganic Pi is transported via xylem, while organic Pi is 
transported in the phloem (Schachtman et al., 1998). Pi is preferentially translocated 
to younger leaves. This may due to the fact that the photosynthetic rate is higher in 
younger leaves, and Pi level must maintain for the optimal photosynthetic rate 
(Plaxton and Carswell, 1999). Also, normal root growth and root metabolic activities 
may be maintained for searching and scavenging Pi stored in soil (Raghothama, 
1999). 
Two Arabidopsis mutants that show altered Pi accumulation in leaves have been 
identified. The phol mutant, which encodes for a novel class of transporter protein 
involved in xylem loading of Pi, has normal level of Pi in root but severely low level 
of Pi in leaves (Poirier et al., 1991; Hamburger et al., 2002). In contrast, the pho2 
mutant has abnormally high Pi level in leaves but with normal Pi uptake in roots， 
indicating a defect in regulating Pi level in leaves (Delhaize and Randall, 1995; Dong 
et al., 1998). Further studies on these 2 mutants may provide us information to 
understand how the allocation of Pi within the plants is controlled. 
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2.2.2.2 Enhancement of Pi scavenging, recycling and uptake 
As mention above, root architectures will change during Pi deficiency and these 
changes will increase the root surface area for soil exploration, and enhancement of Pi 
uptake. In order to increase the rate of Pi uptake per unit area of root surface, the 
plants must first mineralize Pi that locked in the soil, such as those organic-bound Pi 
and insoluble Pi salts, and then uptake the free Pi via specific Pi transporters. 
Research on the kinetics of Pi transporters showed that there should be two Pi 
uptake systems, the high-affinity and low-affinity systems. High-affinity Pi 
transporters have the affinity (Km) at micromolar (iiM) range and expressed in roots 
during Pi deficiency (Muchhal et al” 1996; Leggewie et al., 1997; Daram et al., 1998; 
Liu et al； 1998; Schachtman et al., 1998; Muchhal and Raghothama, 1999; 
Raghothama, 1999). Detail studies on the high-affinity Pi transporter in tomato 
(LePTl and LePT2) have shown that these two transporters are mainly expressed in 
the root epidermis and root hair, and located in the plasma membrane (Liu et al., 1998; 
Muchhal and Raghothama, 1999), suggesting that they play a role in the Pi uptake 
from soil, where the Pi availability lies on the micromolar range. However, the 
high-affinity Pi transporters in tomato (LePTl) and potato (StPTl) are also expressed 
in other plant organs including flowers, leaves, stems and tuber, suggested that they 
may function not only in Pi uptake from soil (Leggewie et al., 1997; Liu et al,, 1998; 
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Raghothama, 1999). Raghothama (1999) also suggested that, the high-affinity Pi 
transporter should be highly expressed in native soil, where the free Pi level is low. 
Low-affinity Pi transporters are thought to have the affinity (Km) at millimolar (mM) 
range and were assumed to be located in tonoplast membrane. The low-affinity 
transporters are thus involved in cellular Pi homeostasis. However, the properties 
remain largely unknown at present (Muchhal and Raghothama, 1999). 
Mobilization of Pi salts locked in soil is achieved by secretion of organic acids 
(Plaxton and Carswell, 1999). Citric acid and malic acid are largely produced and 
secreted from white lupin {Lupinus albus L.) cluster roots during Pi deficiency. The 
increase in production of citrate and malate is achieved by the increased activities of 
enzymes in the organic acid synthesis, such as citrate synthease (CS)， 
phosphoe/7o/phruvate carboxlyase (PEPC) and malate dehydrogenase (MDH) 
(Johnson et aL, 1996; Uhde-Stone et al. 2003). The secretion of organic acids as well 
as protons into the rhizosphere acidifies the surroundings of rhizosphere which in 
term enhances Pi solubility in acidic pH and chelation of metal ion that favors the 
release of Pi from the insoluble Pi salts (Raghothama, 1999; Kania et al., 2003). 
Induction of acid phosphatases (APases) expression is a universal response to Pi 
deficiency of higher plants (Duff et al., 1994). Intracellular APases are involved in the 
recycling of Pi reserves by releasing Pi from Pi-containing compounds; also some 
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intracellular APases may have distinct metabolic functions that play an important role 
in plants during Pi deficiency (Duff et al., 1994). On the other hand, extracellular 
APases or secretory APases may play an important role in Pi scavenging. 
Extracellular APases in shoots may aid the release of Pi from xylem-derived 
phosphocholine (PC), which is the major phosphorylated component in xylem sap 
(Plaxton and Carswell, 1999). Secretory APases, which are induced and released into 
the rhizosphere during Pi deficiency, are able to hydrolyze organic Pi stored in soil 
into free Pi available for plant uptake (Duff et al., 1994; Wasaki et al, 2003). 
In addition to APases induction, RNases are also induced during Pi deficiency in 
different plants and suspension cells. The RNases supplement the plant Pi pool via the 
degradation of RNA for the release of Pi (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999). 
2.2.2.3 Pi-limited metabolism 
During prolong Pi starvation, cytoplasmic Pi level will also decline after the Pi 
supplement from vacuole is depleted (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999), which is followed 
by the decrease in the intracellular level of nucleotide phosphates (Theodorou and 
Plaxton, 1995). The decrease in the nucleotide phosphate pool, especially decrease in 
cellular ATP level, will result in decrease in "energy" level of the cell and affect the 
normal metabolic pathway. By contrast to the decrease in ATP level, the PPi level 
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seems unaffected by Pi deficiency (Dufif et al, 1989b)，and therefore, PPi may act as 
the alternative energy donor when cellular ATP level declines during Pi deficiency 
(Theodorou and Plaxton, 1995). 
The use of an alternative energy donor, PPi, during ATP deficiency, provides an 
alternative metabolic pathway of glycolysis and mitochondrial respiration. The 
"bypass" enzymes of the pathway utilize PPi instead of ATP in the phosphorylation of 
their substrates and allow the cell continue to generate energy and carbon skeleton 
during Pi deficiency (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999). 
Plaxton and Carswell (1999) mentioned that photosynthesis is inhibited during Pi 
deficiency. It is because the low Pi level in chloroplast will lead to limit ATP synthesis 
of the thylakoid membrane in photophosphorylation and down-regulation of RuBisCo 
(ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase) and several key enzymes of the Calvin cycle. 
2.2.3 Hormones and phosphate starvation responses 
Plant hormones play an important role in regulating plant activities, such as 
growth, development and responses to environmental stresses. Hormones abscisic 
acid (ABA), ethylene, auxin and cytokinins were studied for their roles in regulating 
the plants' phosphate starvation response. 
In the study of Arabidopsis mutants that are deficient in ABA biosynthesis or 
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insensitive to ABA (ABA mutants, abal and abi2-l\ Trull et al (1997) discovered 
that the plant hormone does not play a major role in the Pi starvation response, in 
terms of plant growth and acid phosphatases induction. The anthocyanin 
accumulation, in response to Pi starvation, was lower in the abal mutant than in 
wild-type Arabidopsis, suggesting there may be a cross talk between ABA and 
Pi-starvation signaling. 
Role of ethylene and auxin in Pi starvation was related to the modification of 
root architecture. The ethylene and auxin responsiveness in root was altered during Pi 
starvation (Borch et al., 1999; Lopez-Bucio et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2003). In 
Arabidopsis’ Pi starvation will increases the sensitivity to auxin, resulting in the 
growth of lateral roots (Lopez-Bucio et al., 2002). While for ethylene, the effects in 
root architecture during Pi sufficient and Pi starvation are different. Ethylene inhibits 
root elongation in Pi sufficient conditions, but promotes root elongation during Pi 
starvation (Borch et al., 1999; Ma et al., 2003). Reciprocally, inhibition of ethylene 
production or action will promote root elongation in Pi sufficient condition, but 
inhibit root elongation during Pi starvation (Ma et al., 2003). 
Martin et al. (2000) proposed that cytokinins might involve in the integration of 
general nutrient starvation and Pi starvation specific responses. In Pi sufficient 
conditions, the cytokinins level is high, and cytokinins repress the expression of the 
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phosphate starvation induced (psi) genes and root growth. During Pi starvation, the 
cytokinins level decrease, and thus reduce theirs effects on plant psi genes expression. 
This was further proved by the study on Arabidopsis CREl mutants, which is 
defective in a cytokinin receptor, that showed reduced cytokinin responses. When the 
CREl mutant is treated with cytokinin during Pi starvation, the expression of psi 
genes, which are normally repressed in wild-type plants, remains active. In addition, 
the expression of the CREl gene, which is normally repressed during Pi starvation 
and induced by cytokinin treatment in wild-type, remains active in CREl mutants 
regardless of Pi starvation (Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2002). These results showed that, in 
addition to the negative feedback of cytokinins in the expression of psi genes, a 
positive feedback of cytokinin on the CREl gene expression is also present 
(Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2002). 
2.2.4 Regulation of gene expression during phosphate starvation 
2.2.4.1 The pho regulon in bacteria and yeast 
Until recently, the regulation of the psi genes during Pi starvation in higher plants 
remains largely unknown. In contrast, the regulatory network of psi genes in 
unicellular organisms, bacteria {Escherichia coli) and yeast {Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae), were well studied. Therefore, the network of psi genes in E. coli and S. 
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cerevisiae provids us a model for the possible phosphate starvation responses in 
higher plants. 
In E. coli, genes involved in the transport and assimilation of phosphate and 
phosphorus compounds and induced during Pi starvation are termed the pho regulon. 
The pho regulon consists of at least 7 operons with 31 genes under the same 
physiological and genetic control (Makino et al., 1994). The transcription of the pho 
regulon is regulated by the proteins PhoB and PhoR. PhoB is the transcription 
activator that specifically binds to the pho box, with consensus sequence 
CTGTCATA[A/T]A[A/T]CTGTCA[C/T] present on the promoters of the genes in the 
pho regulon. The activity of PhoB is controlled by PhoR, a transmembrane protein 
kinase/phosphatase, via phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, in response to the 
phosphate signal (Makino et al., 1994). Other members of the pho regulon include 
PhoE, a porin located at the outermembrane, for the uptake of Pi and organic Pi; 
PhoA，an alkaline phosphatase located in the periplasm, for the release of Pi from 
organic Pi; The uptake of Pi across the inner membrane mediated by PstS, a Pi 
binding-protein; PstA and PstC, Pi channel proteins; and PstB, a membrane-
associated protein; and also the PstS/PstA/PstC/PstB complex responsible for the 
transfer the Pi starvation signal to PhoR, may be via PhoU, that modulates the activity 
of PhoR, and PhoR that regulates the PhoB activity (Figure 2.1; Torriani-Gorini, 1994; 
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Aguena et al., 2002; Ruiz and Silhavy, 2003). 
The pho regulon in S. cerevisiae provides the eukaryotic model for psi genes 
regulation. The regulon consists of genes encoding for Pi transporter (PH084) and 
acid and alkaline phosphatases (PH05, PH08, PHO 10, PHO 11), which are regulated 
by positive (PH02，PH04，PH081) and negative (PH080, PH085) regulators. PH04 
and PH02 are transcription factors that bind to the pho box, with motif CACGT[G/T], 
located on the promoter of the psi genes, including PH081. The activity and location 
of PH04 is regulated by the PH080/PH085 complex，in which the Pi signal is 
transduced from an unknown Pi sensor to the PH080/PH085 complex. Under Pi 
sufficient conditions, PH04 is phosphorylated by PH080/PH085 and exported from 
the nucleus to cytoplasm, resulting in the down-regulation of the psi genes. Also, 
phosphorylation of PH04 prevents its interaction with PH02, which is a necessary 
step for transcription activation of psi genes. During Pi starvation, PH081 inactivates 
PH080/PH085, resulting in the dephosphorylation and nuclear localization of PH04, 
and then in interacting with PH02 to activate the transcription of the psi genes (Figure 
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Figure 2.1: The E, colipho regulon 
The E. coli pho regulon consists of at least 31 genes, including Pi transporters for the 
uptake of Pi from extracellular space into periplasm (by PhoE), then to the cytoplasm 
(by the PstS/PstA/PstC/PstB complex) and alkaline phosphatase for the release of free 
Pi from organic Pi. Transcription of the pho regulon genes is regulated by PhoB 
(transcription factor), which binds to the pho Box located in the promoter region of 
the pho regulon genes. The activity of PhoB is controlled by PhoR, which PhoR is 
regulated in response to the Pi level in the cytoplasm and signal transduced from the 
PstS/PstA/PstC/PstB complex. The function of PhoU is yet unknown, but may be 
related in the regulation of PhoR activity. 
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Figure 2.2: Regulation of the 5. cerevisiae pho regulon expression 
The yeast {S. cerevisiae) pho regulon consists of Pi transporter (PH084)，alkaline 
phosphatase (PH08), acid phosphatases (PH05, PHO 10 and PHOll) and positive 
regulator (PH081). The activity of the pho regulon is induced by the binding of 
PH04/PH02 complex to the pho box on the promoter region of the pho regulon genes 
during Pi starvation. In Pi sufficient condition, PH04 is phosphorylated by 
PH080/PH085 complex and exported from the nucleus. The activity of the 
PH080/PH085 complex is repressed by PH081, the positive regulator, during Pi 
starvation. 
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2.2.4.2 The coordination of phosphate starvation induced genes in plants 
Goldstein et al. (1988a) proposed that the psi genes in plants are regulated in a 
coordinate manner and termed the pho regulon, in analogy to the well-studied pho 
regulon in bacteria and yeast. Members of the plant pho regulon including 
high-affinity Pi transporters (Muchhal et al., 1996; Leggewie et al. 1997; Daram et al., 
1998; Liu et al., 1998; Muchhal and Raghothama，1999), acid phosphatases (Duff et 
al., 1994; Liang, 1998; de Pozo et al., 1999; Baldwin et al., 2001; Zhang, 2001; 
Bozzo et al, 2002; Li et al., 2002; Stenzel et al” 2003; Bozzo et al., 2003; Kaida et 
al., 2003; Wasaki et al., 2003), RNases, PEPC and enzymes for the alternative 
metabolism pathway (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999), and genes in the Mt4/TPSIl 
family, containing opening reading frames for RNAs or short polypeptides, that may 
act as riboregulators (Liu et al., 1997; Burleigh and Harrison, 1999; Martin et al, 
2000). 
2.2.4.3 Signaling phosphate starvation 
The molecular mechanisms of how the Pi starvation signal reaches different parts 
of the plant remain largely unknown. However, the Pi starvation signaling system 
should be much more complex than those in unicellular organisms. It is because 
plants are multicellular, therefore, besides Pi signaling at cellular level, a long 
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distance signaling system that integrates information of Pi levels of different parts of 
the plants must also be present (Franco-Zorilla et al, 2002). 
Split root experiment studies, in which the root system is divided and placed in 
high Pi and low Pi medium separately, provide important information about how the 
long distance signaling system works. The expression of psi genes (a tomato acid 
phosphatase LePS2, TPSIl and Mt4) was repressed in the parts of roots placed in the 
low Pi medium, and it was proposed that the intracellular Pi level in shoots regulates 
the phosphate starvation responses in root (Liu et al., 1997; Burleigh and Harrison, 
1998; Raghothama, 1999; Baldwin et al, 2001). This hypothesis is supported by the 
studies of Pi uptake of Arabidopsis pho2 mutant, which hyperaccumulated Pi in shoot. 
Pi uptake rate in pho2 mutant was higher than that in the wild-type plant and the 
removal of shoots from the pho2 mutant, where much of the Pi uptake occurs, resulted 
in normal uptake rate as that in wild-type (Dong et al., 1998; Raghothama, 1999). In 
addition, other signaling molecule, suggested being cytokinins, rather than Pi itself, 
acts as the messenger of the Pi starvation signal, which originates from the Pi-rich 
parts of the plant and has a repressor function (Burleigh and Harrison, 1998; 
Franco-Zorilla et al., 2004). This interpretation is supported by the study on the 
Arabidopsis phol mutant, which is defective in xylem loading of Pi and leading to 
low shoot Pi level. Results showed that the expression of psi genes are repressed in 
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root epidermis and cortex, where the cells are not Pi starved, but are induced in other 
parts of the mutant (Martin et al., 2000). However, recent studies also showed that Pi 
starvation also induces changes in gene expression pattern in shoots as early as four 
hours after treatment, which is an insufficient time interval to alter shoot Pi level 
(Hammond et al, 2003; Wu et al., 2003), indicating that there is another signaling 
system other than the current long-distance repressor system (Franco-Zorilla et al” 
2004). 
Besides long distance signaling, local Pi level also plays a role in regulating the 
expression of psi genes. For example, the psi genes are not expressed in the non-Pi 
starved root cells of phol mutant, regardless the Pi deficient in the whole plant level 
(Martin et al., 2000). It is possible that plant roots can directly detect environmental 
Pi level, before the decrease of intracellular Pi level, and well prepare for Pi 
deficiency by altering the gene expression network (Wu et al., 2003). 
2.2.4.4 Phosphite and phosphate starvation 
Phosphite (Phi, HPOs^", also known as phosphonate), an analogue of Pi, which a 
hydrogen atom replaces one of the oxygen atoms bonded to the phosphorus atom, is a 
commonly used fungicide against the genus Phytophthora (Varadarajan et al., 2002). 
In plant, Phi shares many similarities with Pi, including the rate of uptake and 
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translocation in both xylem and phloem. However, Phi is a non-metabolizable form of 
phosphorus for plants, therefore plants cannot use Phi as a source of phosphorus. For 
examples, Pi can be assimilated in plants rapidly after uptake, but Phi cannot. It is 
because，enzymes that catalyze the transfer of Pi can distinguish Pi from Phi, resulting 
in Phi uptake, accumulation, but not assimilated in plants (Carswell et cd., 1996, 1997; 
Varadarajan et al., 2002). Phi treatment on plants showed that, Phi, like Pi, is also 
uptake by plant, and possibly via the Pi transporters (Plaxton and Carswell, 1999; 
Varadarajan et al., 2002). Also, when the Pi-starved plants were supplied with Phi, the 
expression of many psi genes were repressed, and the phosphate starvation responses, 
such as higher root to shoot ratio, were also repressed, similar to the resupplied of Pi 
to the plant (Ticconi et al., 2001; Varadarajan et al., 2002; Kania et al, 2003). 
Repression of Pi starvation responses by Phi may be due the fact that Phi may 
interfere the Pi starvation signaling system. As the system may recognize Phi as Pi 
and results in a "pseudo Pi sufficient" condition, regardless the actual intracellular Pi 
deficiency condition, and leads to the repression of the expression of the psi genes 
(Carswell et al., 1997; Ticconi et al., 2001; Varadarajan et al., 2002). 
2.2.4.5 Transcriptional regulation during phosphate starvation 
Studies on the psi genes showed that the regulation of expression of the psi genes 
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are at transcription level, indicating the importance of the transcriptional control in Pi 
starvation responses in plants. In compare to the bacteria and yeast, the Pi starvation 
responses are much more complex in plants, and the transcriptional regulation 
remains largely unknown until very recently. In addition, in the search of yeast PHO 
regulatory genes from the Arabidopsis genome, no closely related genes was found in 
the higher plant genome. Therefore, it was suggested that higher plants have evolved 
a different regulatory system for their Pi starvation responses (Franco-Zorilla et al., 
2004). 
The transcription regulation of Pi starvation responses was found to at least 
consist of a negative regulatory pathway (Mukatira et al,, 2001). It was demonstrated 
that nuclear proteins, present or active only in Pi sufficient condition, interact 
specifically with the promoter region of the Arabidopsis Pi transporter gene (AtPT2) 
and the tomato TPSIl gene. Also, several protein binding motifs were commonly 
found in the promoter of AtPT2 and TPSIl, including the PHO-like motif (CANNTG), 
which are similar to the yeast PH04 binding motif, and NIT-2 motif 
(TATC[A/T] [A/T]), a positive regulator in nitrate acquisition of fungi Neurospora 
crassa (Mukatira et al., 2001). In another study of the promoter region of soybean 
VspB gene, in which expression is regulated by jasmonate, sugar and phosphate, two 
phosphate responsive domains, containing the motif CATTAATTAG, were bound by 
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negative regulators GmHDL56 and GmHDL57, which encode for homeodomain 
leucine zipper (HD-ZIP) protein, under Pi sufficient conditions (Tang et al., 2001). 
In the study of an Arabidopsis mutant (phrl mutant) showing reduced Pi 
starvation responses (Rubio et al., 2001), the PHRl gene, encoding for a transcription 
factor of the MYB superfamily, was found to be a positive regulator of the Pi 
starvation response in Arabidopsis. In addition to the MYB DNA binding domain, a 
coiled coil (CC) domain, which is usually involved in the protein-protein interactions, 
may also presence in PHRl. The transcription factor MYB-CC class is specific to 
plants, with the MYB domain involved in sequence specific recognition, and the CC 
domain involved in the dimerization. The PHRl transcription factor recognizes the 
target sequence, GNATATNC (PHRl-binding site)，as a homodimer. The PHRl-
binding sites were found at the promoter region of many known psi genes, including 
acid phosphatases, Pi transporter and the TPSIl/Mt4 novel genes. The expression of 
PHRl is not highly responded to Pi starvation. As PHRl is localized in the nucleus 
independent to the Pi status of plant, the activity of PHRl is thus possibly regulated 
post-translationally or in the presence of a second Pi starvation regulatory element 
(Rubio et al., 2001; Franco-Zorilla et al., 2004). 
Recent studies on the gene expression at genome level showed that the 
transcriptional control of Pi starvation response in plant is much more complex than 
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previous thought. It was found that there are at least two transcriptional programs in 
Pi starvation response, the early responses and late responses. The early genes are 
induced during the early stage of Pi starvation (four hours), in which general stress 
response factors are included, while the late genes are expressed in later stages (28 
hour and 100 hours) and may express specifically under Pi starvation. In addition, the 
early and late transcriptional programs showed very little overlapping as very few 
genes are commonly expressed in both programs. Also, the promoters of the early 
genes contain PHO-like motif and TATA box-like (TATAAATA) motif, which are 
different from the PHRl-binding site (Hammond et al., 2003). 
In another study using the tomato root cDNA array enriched in mineral nutrition 
related genes, the early response was found to be less specific to Pi deficiency, as 
there are many common genes induced or repressed during Pi, potassium and iron 
deficiency. It was also shown that, besides the specific signaling pathway for Pi 
starvation, there is potential cross talk in the signaling pathways in response to 
different mineral nutrients (Wang et al., 2002). 
In addition to early and late transcriptional programs, Wu et al. (2003) have 
shown an even more complex transcriptional program presence in leaves and roots. 
By using DNA microarray, 1,835 (29%) out of 6,132 genes showed altered expression. 
Among them, 680 and 333 are induced in leaves and roots，respectively, with only 
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192 are commonly induced in both organs, while 718 and 397 are repressed in leaves 
and roots respectively, with only 101 are commonly repressed in both organs. In 
summary, only less than 300 out of 1835 genes are commonly regulated in both 
organs during Pi starvation. In addition, genes that related to transcription and signal 
transduction showed similar expression pattern. Among the 111 transcription factor 
genes that are induced or repressed, 74 were induced with 14 common in both leaves 
and roots, 36 were repressed with 4 common in both leaves and roots, and the 
remaining 1 was induced in roots but repressed in leaves. Among the 108 genes 
encode for signal transduction proteins that are induced or repressed, 54 were induced 
with 9 common in both leaves and roots, while 57 were repressed with 5 common in 
both leaves and roots. In conclusion, leaf and shoot seem to utilize different 
transcriptional programs and different set of genes during Pi starvation. 
2.3 Acid Phosphatases in Higher Plants 
2.3.1 Enzymatic properties of acid phosphatases 
Acid phosphatases (APases) play an important role in plants phosphorus 
metabolism (Duff et al., 1994). In addition, as mentioned above, the expression of 
some of the APases is induced during Pi starvation, implying their importance for 
plant in Pi scavenging and recycling. 
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Phosphatases are a class of enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of Pi 
monoesters in a thermodynamically favorable process. Phosphatases are classified as 
alkaline phosphatases and acid phosphatases (APase) according to their optimal pH 
above or below pH 7.0 (Vincent et al” 1992). Alkaline phosphatases in plants show 
absolute substrate specificity involved in cellular metabolism, such as cytosolic 
fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and sucrose-6-P phosphatase, both involved in 
sucroneogensis (Duff et al., 1994). In contrast, APases do not have absolute substrate 
specificity and can be found in all parts of the plant. Therefore, APases are considered 
to play a role in the production, transport and recycling of Pi (Duffer al, 1994). 
2.3.2 Localization and function of acid phosphatases 
According to their cellular location, APases can be classified into intracellular 
APases and extracellular APases (Duff et al., 1994). Extracellular APases are detected 
predominately in plant roots and cell culture, which may be localized within the cell 
wall or secreted into the surroundings (Goldstein et al” 1988; Haran et al, 2000; 
Kaida et al, 2003; Wasaki et al, 2003). Although their in vivo functions remain to be 
determined, extracellular APases are likely involved in Pi scavenging from 
extracellular organic Pi that is locked in soil (Duff et aL, 1994; Bozzo et al., 2004). 
Intracellular APases can be found in all parts of the plant, such as seeds 
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(including dormant, developing and germinating seeds), leaves, stems, roots, tubers, 
flowers, fruits and culture cells. Although intracellular APase can be found in 
cytoplasm, vacuole and plastids, it is assumed that they are located mainly in the 
vacuole. As most of the cellular Pi is stored in vacuole in the form of Pi ions, which is 
not the substrate of APases, compartmentation of APases in vacuole, rather than 
cytoplasm, can preventing these enzymes from damaging the cell under normal 
conditions. The release of APases from vacuole, related to senescence of plant tissue, 
is proposed to mobilize Pi from the tissue. Intracellular APases, although the in 
precise metabolic functions yet to be determine, are thought to involve in mobilization 
and scavenging of Pi from intracellular sources in plants (Duff et al., 1994; Bozzo et 
al” 2004). 
2.3.3 Expression of acid phosphatases 
Plant APases show a great diversity in their properties, such as compartmentation 
and tissue specificity. It is suggested that there is a complex regulatory system on the 
expression of APase gene, which includes regulation by developmental and 
environmental factors (Duff et al., 1994). 
During the development of plant, starting from seed, where small amounts of 
APases are stored, then through seed germination, greening of etiolated seedlings, 
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flowering, fruit ripening and finally senescence, different kinds of APases are 
expressed at different developmental stages (Duff et al., 1994). Environmental factors， 
including exposure of roots to divalent cations (such as Ni^ "", Ca^ "" and Mg2+), salt 
stress and drought, play an important role in regulating the expression of the 
intracellular and extracellular APases. Among them, Pi starvation is the most 
dominant factor that induces the expression of APases (Duff et al.’ 1994). 
2.4 Purple Acid Phosphatases 
2.4.1 Properties of purple acid phosphatases 
Among the APases found in plants，purple acid phosphatases (PAP) are 
distinguished by the purple color and iron (Ill)-containing dimetal center present at 
the active site. PAPs belong to the metallo-phosphoesterase family of proteins, which 
contain a conserved structural motif of p-a-p-a-p fold (Klabunde and Krebs, 1997; Li 
et al., 2002). PAPs are commonly found in fungi, animals and plants. Sequence 
comparison of PAPs revealed 5 blocks of conserved amino acid sequences, which is 
required for metal ligation (DXG/GDXXY/GNH[D/E]/VXXH/GHXH, bold letters 
represent the metal-ligating residues) (Klabunde and Krebs, 1997; Schenk et al., 
2000a). Based on these conserved amino acid sequences, three putative PAPs were 
also discovered in bacteria (from mycobacteria Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M. 
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I叩舰 and cynobacteria Synechocystis sp.) (Schenk et al.’ 2000b). The purple color of 
PAPs is due to the interaction between the metal-coordinating tyrosine residue and the 
ligand Fe(III). Mammalian PAPs from human, pig, bovine, mouse and rat have been 
isolated and characterized. They are monomeric protein, with molecular mass of 
about 35kDa, and contain Fe(III)-Fe(II) in the dimetal center. The PAP from fungus 
Aspergillus ficuum is also a monomeic protein with molecular mass of about 85kDa; 
however, the nature of the dimetal center of A. ficuum PAP and the properties of other 
fungal PAPs remain unknown up-to-date. In plants, PAPs were first found in kidney 
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, KBPAP). KBPAP is a homodimeric glycoprotein with 
molecular mass about llOkDa. Its subunits is linked by disulphide bonds, with 
molecular mass about 55kDa and contained Fe(III)-Zn(II) in the dimetal center, which 
are termed the high molecular weight (HMW) plant PAPs. Similar PAPs are also 
found in a wide range of plants, including rice, tomato, tobacco, white lupin, soybean, 
sweet potato and Arabidopsis (Schenk et al., 2000a; Zhang, 2001; Li et al., 2002; 
Kaida et al., 2003;). In addition to the Fe(III)-Zn(II) dimetal center, a variation of the 
dimetal center Fe(III)-Mn(II) is also observed in sweet potato (Schenk et al., 1999). 
Structurally, HMW plant PAPs contain 2 domains. The N-terminal domain does not 
show any catalytic properties up-to-date, while the C-terminal domain contains the 
dimetal center, and hence the catalytic domain of the enzyme. Mammalian PAPs have 
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only one domain with overall structure similar to that of the C-terminal catalytic 
domain of HMW plant PAPs. Nevertheless, plant PAPs with lower molecular mass 
than the HMW plant PAPs and lacking N-terminal domain, were also discovered 
recently and termed low molecular weight (LMW) plant PAPs. Sequence comparison 
shown that molecular weight and amino acid sequence of LMW plant PAPs are 
similar to that of the mammalian PAPs, and thus, the LMW plant PAPs are 
structurally similar to the mammalian PAPs (Schenk et al., 2000a). 
Plant PAPs were well-studied for their DNA and protein sequences, protein 
structure, crystallography, chemical mechanism, active site structure, substrate 
specificity, inhibitor sensitivity and sub-cellular localization. Plant PAPs share high 
homology in both DNA and protein sequence between species, implying their 
importance to plants during evolution (Zhang, 2001). 
PAPs can catalyze the hydrolysis of phosphate esters and anhydrides at a pH 
range of 4-7 in vitro (Li et al., 2002; Bozzo et al., 2002, 2004). Although the in vivo 
function of plant PAPs remains largely unknown, based on the in vitro activity, it was 
proposed that PAPs may play a role in the Pi scavenging by releasing Pi from organic 
Pi sources. In addition to the hydrolysis of phosphate esters, PAPs from Arabidopsis 
(AtACP5/AtPAP17) and tomato (SAPl and SAP2) were also shown to have in vitro 
peroxidase activity, which plays a role in metabolizing reactive oxygen species, in 
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alkaline pH (de Pozo et al., 1999; Bozzo et al., 2002). Production of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS) is closely related to the hypersensitive response of plants to pathogen 
attack (Wojtaszek, 1997)，although several plant PAPs were induced during pathogen 
attack or elicitor treatment and an Arabidopsis PAP (AtACP5/AtPAP17) was 
suggested to be involved in ROS metabolism during senescence (de Pozo et al., 1999; 
Kenton et al., 1999; Jakobek & Lindgren, 2002)，details in the role of plant PAP in 
ROS metabolism yet to be established. 
2.4.2 Regulation and expression of plant purple acid phosphatase 
Recent studies have found that the expression of some PAPs in higher plants is 
regulated at transcriptional level during phosphate starvation (Liang, 1998; Zhang 
2001; Li et al., 2002). For example, in Anchusa officinalis cultured cells (Liang, 1998) 
and tomato seedlings (Zhang 2001), an increase in the expression level of PAPs were 
observed in decreasing the Pi concentration in the culture medium. In A. officinalis, 
northern blotting revealed that the PAP expression was non-detectable at high (4mM) 
Pi concentration, but increased in expression at low (0.5mM) Pi concentration (Liang, 
1998). Recently in our lab (Zhang, 2001), the tomato purple acid phosphatase {TPAPl) 
mRNA was detected only in the roots during Pi deficiency (0.2mM or lower Pi 
concentration). Both studies showed that the expression of PAPs is regulated at 
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transcriptional level, in response to Pi starvation. However, in the study on 
Arabidopsis PAPs, only two (AtPAPll and AtPAP12) out of seven PAPs showed that 
their expression is linked to the environmental Pi deficiency (Li et al, 2002). The 
expression of another two PAPs from tobacco (NtPAP12 and NtPAP21) was also 
found to relate to cell wall regeneration of culture cells, rather than environmental Pi 
deficiency (Kaida et al” 2003). Therefore, the regulation of PAP expression is far 
more complex than just directly relating to Pi starvation. However, studying on the 
expression of psi genes, in relation to Pi starvation, can provide us information on the 
regulatory mechanism of plant response to Pi starvation. And the search for regulatory 
elements has become the focus in studying phosphate starvation regulatory 
mechanism in plants. 
2.5 Tomato Purple Acid Phosphatases 
In tomato {Lycopersicon esculentum), three acid phosphatases were 
characterized recently (Bozzo et al., 2002; Bozzo et al., 2004). All three acid 
phosphatases were purified from phosphate-starved tomato cell cultures, indicating 
that their expression is up-regulated during phosphate starvation. Among the three 
acid phosphatases, two of them are secretory acid phosphatases (SAPl and SAP2), 
and the remaining is an intracellular acid phosphatases (lAP). SAPl and SAP2 are 
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glycosylated monomeric proteins with molecular weight of 84kDa and 57kDa, 
respectively. lAP is a 142kDa heterodimeric protein with two glycosylated and 
structurally dissimilar subunits (a- and P-subimit, 63kDa and 57kDa, respectively). 
Purified lAP, SAPl and SAP2 are purple acid phosphatases (PAPs) because of their 
purple color in solution (with absorption maximum at 546, 518 and 538 rnn, 
respectively). 
These three PAPs share similar enzymatic properties, they have an optimal 
phosphatase activities in acidic pH (pH5.3 for SAPl and SAP2, pH 5.1 for lAP) and 
peroxidase activities in alkaline pH (pH8.4 for SAPl and SAP2, pH9.1 for lAP). They 
show nonspecific phosphate ester substrate specificities, and their phosphatase 
activities are inhibited by molybdate, fluoride and Pi. 
Amino acid sequence analysis revealed that the tryptic peptide sequence of SAPl 
(with sequence AGDVIYIVR) is similar to AtPAP13 (GenBank GI: 15225737), SAP2 
(with sequence FLFVGDL) is similar to AtPAPll (GenBank GI: 15224112). The nine 
N-terminal amino acids (with sequence TQFPSVDIP) of lAP a- and P-subunits are 
identical with each other and similar to several plant PAPs. The tryptic peptide 
sequence of lAP 57kDa P-subunit (with sequence APIYITVGG) is similar to the 
phosphohydrolyase domain of various plant PAPs, like AtPAPll and NtPAP21 
(GenBank GI: 27597239), but lAP 63kDa a-subunit (with sequence DDTNNI) does 
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not any significant sequence similarity with other known proteins present in the NCBI 
database. 
2.6 Promoter Analysis 
2.6.1 Structure of an eukaryotic promoter 
In eukaryotic cells，the protein-coding genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase 
II (RNAPii), which involves the cooperative assembly of more than 40 proteins, with 
a total molecular mass of over 2MDa. Therefore, the controls of how the protein 
complex at the correct transcription start site has drawn the interest of scientists in 
studying how an eukaryotic gene is transcribed. 
Expression of a active gene can be regulated at 5 levels: the chromatin structure, 
as eukaryotic genetic materials are tightly packed into chromosome with proteins 
(histone and histone associated proteins), therefore controlling the accessibility of 
DNA fragment to RNAPn； at transcriptional level, regulating the efficiency of 
copying mRNA from the complementary DNA, imprinted on the genome, by the 
RNAPii； at post-transcriptional level, representing the stability of mRNA and its 
transport to the cytoplasm via nuclear pore; at translational level, representing the 
efficiency of converting information from mRNA into corresponding amino acid 
sequence; and at post-translational level, representing the regulation of protein 
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stability and its activity via different modifications, such as phosphorylation 
(Weinzierl, 1999; Elgin and Workman; 2000; Tsonis, 2003). 
Promoter is a region of DNA that contains information in regulating the 
expression of the gene. Promoter can be located upstream, downstream or even within 
the intron of the gene it regulates. Promoters can be classified into constitutive, 
tissue-specific, cell-specific, developmental stage-specific, hormone-regulated and 
environmental condition-controlled. All these information are carried within the 
sequence in the promoter region. A promoter should carries core promoter elements, 
which included the TATA-box and the initiator sequence. The core promoter elements 
are essential for initiating transcription, although some of the house-keeping genes do 
not have an recognizable TATA-box. Besides core promoter elements, a promoter may 
contain other regulatory elements, such as enhancers, which positively regulate the 
gene expressions; and repressors, which negatively regulate the gene expression. 
DNA elements regulating the expression of a gene are called cis-acting regulatory 
elements, abbreviated CAREs (Figure 2.3; Datla et al., 1997; Weinzierl, 1999). 
Transcription regulation of a gene requires the assembly of a multiple protein 
complex. The protein complex includes, sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription 
factors (TFs), that bind to the CAREs of specific gene to control the rate of 
transcription to a specific stimulation, such as development stage or environmental 
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stimuli; basal transcriptional apparatus, known as the TATA-box binding protein (TBP) 
and TBP-associated factors (TAFs) that act together to recruit the RNAPn at the 
transcription start site for initiation of transcription; and transcription cofactors, that 
act as the bridge between TFs and the basal transcriptional apparatus, directly via 
protein-protein interactions or indirectly through modification of chromatin structure. 
In addition, TFs can directly interact with the basal transcriptional apparatus to exert 
their effects (Weinzierl, 1999; Elgin and Workman; 2000; Martinez, 2002; Tsonis, 
2003). 
Illlllllllll|~—^^H Ixinitiator: I 1 Gene Coding Sequence 
]Enhancers (Positive Regulatory Elements) 
Repressors (Negative Regulatory Elements) 
::: : : : : : : : :Core Promoter Region 
Figure 2.3: A generalized eukaryotic promoter 
An eukaryotic promoter contains a core promoter region, consists of TATA box and 
initiator elements, is essential for transcription initiation. The expression level, spatial 
and temporal specificity is regulated by various, more upstream sequence elements 
(cis-elements) known as enhancers, for inducing promoter activity, and repressors, for 
repressing promoter activity. 
2.6.2 Promoter analysis by deletion mapping 
One way of studying promoter is by promoter deletion analysis, through removal 
of certain sequence of the promoter, the impact of deletion on the expression of the 
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gene downstream is measured (Stmhl, 1981). Through constructing a promoter-
reporter gene fusion, the expression level of the reporter gene, which reflects by the 
activity of the deleted promoter, is measured. In the analysis of plant promoter, 
beta-glucurondiase (GUS), which originates from K coli, is commonly used as 
reporter gene. The expression of GUS can be easily detected by histochemical assay 
to determine the localization of gene activity, and by fluorometric assay to determine 
the gene expression level. In addition, many higher plants contain very low 
endogenous beta-glucurondiase activity and the GUS protein is very stable, therefore, 
making GUS a very effective tool in plant promoter expression analysis (Jefferson et 
al., 1987). However, the analysis of GUS activity is destructive, indicating that the 
dynamic of gene expression cannot be determined using GUS as reporter gene, 
therefore the use of other reporter genes, such as fruitfly luciferase (LUC), green 
fluorescence protein (GFP) and its variants, the analysis is non-destructive, providing 
an alternative way for plant promoter analysis. 
2.6.3 The computational approaches in promoter analysis 
Promoter analysis and identification of CAREs in the promoter have led to the 
build up of database on CAREs, and through combining information technology and 
CAREs database, the use of computational approach to identify the possible presence 
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of CAREs on the promoter has been developed. However, the prediction of CAREs 
located on the promoter via computational approach is still in its infancy, with lots of 
false positive signals (Rombauts et al., 2003). Therefore, the predicted CAREs need 
to be confirmed by experiments. 
2.6.4 Transient expression assay and transgenic expression assay 
Promoter, regulating the expression of reporter gene, can be analyzed in two 
ways, by transient expression and stable transformation transgenic expression assay. 
Transient expression can be achieved by transferring DNA directly into the cells, via 
biolistic system (also known as particle gun or gene gun). Transient expression 
provides a fast and easy platform for promoter analysis. The level of expression can 
be easily determined by counting the number of cell clusters expressing the reporter 
gene, such as GUS. As the trans gene is not integrated into the genome, the expression 
of the transgene is free from ‘‘position effect". However, the drawbacks of biolistic 
bombardment are that the tissue may be damaged during DNA transfer and the DNA 
may be fragmented during transferring into the tissue. 
Stable transformation of plants can be achieved via Agrobacterium tumefaciens-
mediated transformation system. A. tumefaciens is a kind of soil bacterium that causes 
crown gall disease of plant, because they are able to transfer and integrate a segment 
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of DNA (termed transfer DNA, T-DNA) containing growth hormone genes into the 
plant genome. Using of this soil bacterium, with the disarm T-DNA that no longer 
cause crown gall disease but retains the ability of transformation, transgenic plants 
carrying desirable DNA fragments can be produced. Creating transgenic plants 
carrying the promoter fragments, therefore, can act as a platform for studying the 
activity of promoter within the plant genome, where chromatin structure may play an 
important role in regulating the activity of the promoter, and cannot be studied by 
transient expression assay. The drawback of transgenic expression assay is that as 
transgene is integrated into the plant genome, the expression of the transgene may be 
affected by other genes where the transgene is intergrated. In addition, multiple copy 
of transgene may induce the gene silencing effects of plants (Kooter et al., 1999). 
2.7 Transcriptional Regulation of Tomato Purple Acid Phosphatase Expression 
Like other psi genes found in tomato (Baldwin et al, 2001; Liu, 1997), our lab 
showed that TPAPl is also a psi gene, as its expression is induced during Pi starvation 
and regulated at transcription level (Zhang, 2001). Using the 2.8Kbp 5'upstream 
region of TPAPl and GUS as reporter gene in transient expression assay, the 
5'upstream region of TPAPl was found to be responsible for the expression of the 
reporter gene during Pi starvation. As promoter plays an important role in controlling 
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the expression of genes downstream of it, therefore the promoter region of TPAPl 
should contain elements that respond to the environmental Pi level，controlling the 
transcription of TPAPL 
In this study, regulatory regions on the 5, upstream region (promoter) of the 
Tomato Purple Acid Phosphatase {TPAPl) gene will be studied by deletion mapping. 
Constructs with sequentially deleted promoter, fused with GUS as reporter gene, are 
used in transient expression assay by biolistic bombardment and transgenic assay by 
stable transformation into tobacco. The objective is to discover the cis-acting regions 
that are responsible for regulating the expression of TPAPl during Pi starvation. 
2.8 Hypothesis 
Phosphorus is one of the essential elements in plants. However, the availability 
of inorganic phosphate ions in native soil is too low for optimal plant growth. During 
evolution, plants had developed various strategies to cope with this situation in native 
soil, including the production of acid phosphatases (APases). 
Recent studies showed that there are various types of phosphate 
starvation-induced (psi) genes found in tomato. The expression of these psi genes is 
related to the environmental phosphate concentration (Baldwin et al, 2001; Liu, 1997; 
Zhang 2001), but the details of the promoter region, which regulates the psi gene 
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expression, remain unclear. 
As promoter plays an important role in controlling the expression of genes 
downstream of it, therefore the promoter region of tomato purple acid phosphatase 
{TPAPl) should contain elements that respond to the environmental phosphate level, 
and control the transcription of TPAPl downstream. Alteration of the promoter will 
result in the change of the expression pattern of the gene. 
Based on previous studies, we hypothesize: 
1. The promoter region of TPAPl plays an important role in regulating the 
expression of TPAPL 
2. There should be cis-acting regulatory elements specific for phosphate starvation 
present on the promoter. 
To test these hypotheses, we can: 
1. Altering the sequence of TPAPl promoter via promoter deletion approach. 
2. Comparing the expression of the reporter gene of the deleted promoter. 
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
The 5' upstream region of the TPAPl gene was found to regulate the expression 
of TPAPl during phosphate starvation (Zhang, 2001), and its structure was studied by 
using promoter deletion method. Different lengths of TPAPl promoter fragments were 
prepared and cloned from the original full length promoter from the tomato genomic 
DNA. 
Totally six constructs, including five with sequentially deleted TPAPl promoter 
from the 5' end and one lacking the core promoter region, were prepared. The cloned 
promoter fragments were first analyzed by particle bombardment and transient 
expression assay, and then analyzed by transformation into tobacco (Nicotiana 
tabacum L. cv Xanthin. nc) for transgenic assay. GUS reporter gene was used in both 
assays. The effects of the deleted promoter on the expression of GUS reporter gene 




Most chemicals were reagent grade or molecular grade and were purchased from 
Sigma Chemical Company unless otherwise noted. Molecular biology supplies 
including enzymes were obtained from Promega, New England Biolabs, Roche or 
otherwise specified. 
3.2.2 Plant materials 
Tomato seeds of commercial variety were obtained from Mr. Ngai Wei 
(Gardener of the Greenhouse, Biology Department, CUHK, Hong Kong). Wild-type 
tobacco was provided by Prof. Sun, S.S.M. (CUHK, Hong Kong). F1 seeds of 
transgenic tobacco harboring plasmid pBI121, the pBI121.4，were provided by 
Juon-Juon Lee (CUHK, Hong Kong). 
3.2.3 Plasmid vectors and bacterial strains 
The pGEM-T Vector System was purchased from Promega. The pBI221 and 
pBI121 vectors were provided by Prof. Sun, S.S.M. (CUHK, Hong Kong). E. coli 
strain DH5a was used as host for pGEM-T, pBI221 and pBI121 vectors manipulation 
and maintenance. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain LBA4404 was used as host for 
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tobacco transformation. 
3.2.4 Primers design 
TPAPl promoter specific primers were used to clone the promoter fragments 
from the tomato genomic DNA and for sequencing reactions. The sequences of the 
primers are as follows (sequences underlined are restriction sites): 
Primers for generation of TPAPl promoter deletion fragments  
Primers Sequence  




PAP-L4 5 ’-CCAAGCTTTCCTTACCAAGTTTTTCATAGTAGC-3， 
PAP-L5 5 ‘ -CC AAGCTTAGAA AAGAATTGC AAA AGAC AAAC AAA-3 ‘ 
Hol-L 1 5 ’ -GTATTGCCCGATAAATGACA-3 ‘ 
Hol-L2 5'-AATTCAATGTATCTTGCGTAATG-3' 
3'primers Restriction site : BamHI 
PAP-RO 5,-CGGGATCCCAAGCTACTATGAAAAACTTGGTAAGG-3 ’ 
PAP-R2 5 ’-CGGGATCCCATTGTTGACACACTCATCTTTTGAG-3, 
PAP-19 5' -GTTTTATCC AGCGTGGTGT-3, 
PAP-18 5'-CTCTTTTTCGTTTTTGCTCTCC-3 ’ 
PAP-17 5,-GCTACTATGAAAAACTTGGTAAGG-3,  
TPAPl gene specific primers were used to clone the gene and cDNA and for 
sequencing reactions. The sequences of the primers are as follows (sequences 
underlined are restriction sites): 
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TPAPl gene and cDNA specific primers  
Primers Sequence  
5'primers Restriction site : BamHI 
PAP一cDNA-ATG 5'-CGGGATCCATGAGTGTGTCAACAATGACTT-3' 
PAP 一 cDNA-1 5, -TTTAAGCCCTAC ACTC ATCG-3， 
PAP-11 5' - ATAAC AC AAGGAGATC ATGTGGG-3 ’ 
PAP-4L 5 '-AGATGGCTATACATGGGGAAGGTTTG-3， 
3'primers Restriction site : Sad 
PAP_cDNA-BoxZ 5'-CGAGCICGAAATAATAAAATATTTATTCGTCG-3' 
PAP-10 5' -GTGC AGTGGTGGATGTAACC-3, 
PAP-4 5，-CGGAATTCCCCAAGTATCCCATCT-3， 
PAP_cDNA- IR 5,-CGATGAGTGTAGGGCTTAAA-3, 
3.2.5 Confirmation of sequence fidelity 
} 
To confirm the sequence fidelity of gene constructs, DNA sequencing was 
performed using the ABI Prism™ 3100 Genetic Analyzer and ABI Prism™ 
dRhodamine Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit following the manufacturer's protocol. 
3.3 Cloning of the TPAPl Promoter Fragments 
3.3.1 Genomic DNA extraction 
3.3.1.1 Materials 
CTAB extraction buffer 




Adjust to pH 8.0 
0.2% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol (add before use) 
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3.3.1.2 Procedures 
Plant tissue was ground to fine powder in liquid nitrogen with mortar and pestle, 
and then mixed with ImL CTAB extraction buffer. The mixture was incubated at 60°C 
for 30min with occasional mixing. One milliliter of chloroform / isoamyl alcohol 
solution (CI, 24:1, v/v) was added and gently mixed for 5min. The mixture was 
centrifoged at 8，000ipm for lOmin at 4�C. The supernatant was collected and 
two-third volume of isopropanol was added and gently mixed. The mixture was 
placed in -20�C for 30min. Precipitate was collected by centrifugation of the mixture 
at 14,000rpm for ISmin at 4�C. The pellet was then suspended in O.SmL 75% ethanol 
and the suspension was centrifliged again at 14,000rpm for lOmin at 4�C and the 
pellet was air-dried. The dried pellet was dissolved in 50|iL ddHsO. RNA removal 
was carried out by adding 5|iL RNase (Ijig/mL) and incubated at 37�C for Ihr and 
then stored at -20�C. The amount and quality of the extracted genomic DNA were 
checked by spectrophotometric measurement and gel electrophoresis. 
3.3.2 Cloning strategy of TPAPl promoter 
The structure of the TPAPl promoter was studied by using promoter deletion 
method. Different lengths of TPAPl promoter fragments were prepared and cloned 
from the original full length promoter by using various primer pairs through PGR of 
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primers that were complementary to the genomic DNA. 
Promoter fragments Primer pairs Expected size 
TPAPpro-l PAP-Ll &PAP-R2 2.8kbp 
TPAPpro-2 PAP-L2 & PAP-R2 1.8kbp 
TPAPpro-3 PAP-L3 & PAP-R2 1 .Okbp 
TPAPpro-4 PAP-L4 & PAP-R2 O.Skbp 
TPAPpro-5 PAP-L5 & PAP-R2 0.3kbp 
TPAPpro-0 PAP-Ll &PAP-RO 2.3kbp  
Long Distance PGR was preformed using the primer pairs mentioned above, 
totally six TPAPl promoter fragments TPAPpro-0, TPAPpro-1, TPAPpro-2, 
TPAPpro-3, TPAPpro-4 and TPAPpro-5, were cloned. During PGR amplification, 
Hindlll and BamHI restriction sites were added to the 5'end and the 3'end of the 
promoter fragments, respectively. 
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Full Lengti TPAPl Promoter 
L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 
RO R2 
A f t e r PCR 
> f 
TPAPpro-1: PAP-L1 &PAP-R2 
j TPAPpro-2： PAP-L2 &PAP-R2 
I^ ^^ H^^^^ H^HH^M^MMMMMMBHHB^HH^ H^MMa^^^ W^MHiBIB^^^^^^^HMM— 
j TPAPpro-3： PAP-L3 &PAP-R2 
I TPAPpro-4： PAP-L4 &PAP-R2 
1 TPAPpro-5： PAP-L5 &PAP-R2 
TPAPpro-O: PAP-L1 &PAP-RO j 
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the generation of promoter deletion 
fragments for TPAPl promoter (TPAPpro) analysis 
The TPAPpro and its fragments were generated by PCR, using different combination 
of primer pairs (see above) that binds to different region located on the TPAPpro. 
TPAPpro-2, TPAPpro-3, TPAPpro-4 and TPAPpro-5 are the 5'end deleted version of 
TPAPpro-1, while TPAPpro-0 is the core promoter deletion version (O.Skbp upstream 
from start codon). 
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3.3.4.1 Chimeric gene construction for particle bombardment 
The amplified TPAPl promoter fragments were first cloned into pGEM-T vector 
(Promega) for sequence fidelity checking and the clones with correct DNA sequence 
were then released by Hindlll and BamHI digestion. The CaMV 35S promoter region 
of pB 1221, a GUS-containing vector, was removed by Hindlll and BamHI digestion, 
and replaced by the TPAPl promoter fragments, resulting in constructs 
p221/TPAPpro-0, p221/TPAPpro-1, p221/TPAPpro-2, p221/TPAPpro-3, 
p221/TPAPpro-4 and p221/TPAPpro-5 (The p221/TPAPpro series) (Figure 3.2a). 
3.3.4.2 Chimeric gene construction for tobacco transformation 
The TPAPl promoter fragments were released from p221/TPAPpro series by 
Hindlll and BamHI digestion, and ligated into Agrobacterium binary vector pBI121 
carrying the neomycin phosphotransferase II (NPTII) selectable marker and the GUS 
reporter genes. The CaMV 35S promoter region of pBI121 was removed by Hindlll 
and BamHI digestion and replaced by the TPAPl promoter fragments. The resulting 
plasmids pl21/TPAPpro-0, pl21/TPAPpro-l, pl21/TPAPpro-2, pl21/TPAPpro-3, 
pl21/TPAPpro-4 and pl21/TPAPpro-5 (The pl21/TPAPpro series) were then 
transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain LBA4404 (Figure 3.2b). 
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Amplifioaticn o f genomic DNA by PCR 
H i n d l l l BamHI 
TPAPpro Fragments 
H i n d l l l CaMV35S g ^ H I 
TA Cicning, Ligation 
�< i n t o 沟Bh T-vector ^ ^ G U S 
H i n d l l l TPAPpro b ^ h I pBI221 
/ piSEM-T vector, \ X , ^ ^ 乂 
with TPAPpro 
\ fragments as insert j H i n d l l l a id BomHI 
\ / digestion to release 
� , the C o m 3 5 5 regicn 
H i n d l l l end BoimHI H i n d l l l Bom H I 
digesticn to release the \ 
、广丁PAPprofrogments / 
/ pBI221 W 
Hindlll BomHI 谢/o 35S 
Ligaticn 
y 
H i n d l l l TPAPpro B<amHI 
p22]/TPAPpro-(SUS w 
Figure 3.2a: Cloning strategy of TPAPl promoter (TPAPpro) and its deletions for 
particle bombardment 
The TPAPpro and its deletions were isolated from the tomato genome by PCR with 
Hindlll and BamHI restriction sites added. After ligated to the pGEM-T vector for 
sequence fidelity checking, the TPAPpro fragments were ligated to the CaMV 35S 
promoter-removed pBI221, resulting in p221/TPAPpro series. Note that the NOS 
terminator of the pBI221 vector was not showed here. 
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Figure 3.2b: Cloning strategy of TPAPpro and its deletions for tobacco 
transformation 
The TPAPpro and its deletions were released from the p221/TPAPpro series by 
Hindlll and BamHI and ligated to the CaMV 35S promoter-removed pBI121, 
resulting in pl21/TPAPpro series for tobacco transformation. Note that the NOS 
terminator, the NPTII selectable marker, the left border and right border of the pBI121 
vector were not showed here. 
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3.4 Transient Expression Assay of the TPAPl Promoter Fragments 
3.4.1 TPAPl promoter activity assay 
In this study, beta-glucuronidase (GUS) was used as reporter gene, driven by the 
TPAPl promoter fragments, which respond to environmental Pi levels. To analyze the 
transient expression of the promoter fragments driven the GUS gene, plasmid DNAs 
harboring these constructs (the p221/TPAPpro series) were introduced into the root of 
tomato seedlings by biolistic bombardment. After bombardment, the tomato seedlings 
were incubated in medium with different Pi levels, to induce the promoter activity in 
controlling the expression of GUS. GUS histochemical staining was preformed to 
detect the expression levels of the GUS gene in the bombarded tissue. 
3.4.2 Preparation of MS culture medium 
MS stock solutions (Table 3.1) were prepared as described by Zhang (2001), 
without addition of phosphate salt. Immediately after autoclaving, different amounts 
of sterile l.OM KH2PO4 were added to the phosphate free medium to make 1.25mM 
Pi (+Pi) and OmM Pi media (-Pi) (Table 3.2). In addition, sterile IM KOH was also 
added to the media to adjust the pH of the final media to pH 5.8. 
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Table 3.1: Composition of the MS stock solutions  
Components mg/L  












C 0 C V 6 H 2 O 5 
Fe-EDTA Stock (200x) * 
FeS04-7H20 5560 
Na2*EDTA*2H20 7 4 ^ 
Vitamin Stock (200x) 
Myoinositol 20000 
Glycine 400 
Nicotinic acid 100 
Pyridoxine*HCl 100 
Thiamine.HCl  
* 1 liter of Fe-EDTA Stock Solution is prepared by dissolving the FeS04*7H20 and 
Na2*EDTA*2H20 separately in 400mL hot ddHsO with stirring, and mix the solutions 
and adjust the pH to 5.5 
Table 3.2: Preparation of MS liquid media with different Pi concentrations 
Pi concentration OmM (-Pi) 1.25mM (+Pi) 
Macro Nutrition Stock (mL) ^ ^  
Micro Nutrition Stock (mL) ^ ^  
Fe-EDTA Stock (mL) 2.5 _ 2.5 一 
Vitamin Stock (mL) ^ ^  
Sucrose (g) 15 15 
Final volume (mL) 500 500 
Adjust pH to 6.5 and autoclave  
IM KH2PO4 (mL) I 0 I 0.625 
IN KOH (|iL) I 30 I 30 
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3.4.3 Growing tomato seedlings in MS liquid medium 
Tomato seeds were sterilized by washing in 70% ethanol for 30sec and then 
washed with sterile water. The washed seeds were then treated with 15% bleach and 
vortex for 20min, followed by 10 times of washing with sterile water. 
MS liquid medium was prepared as described in Table 3.2. The sterile seeds were 
plated on the filter paper in the test tubes with lOmL +Pi MS liquid medium (Figure 
3.3). The sterilized seeds were germinated and growth at 26°C, with a light cycle of 
16 hr light and 8 hr dark. 
Tomato seed ling 丨 j 
丁 。 _ 。 鄉 d i 
^ v W h a t m m fi l ter paper ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ M S liquid medium (+Pi) Z 
Figure 3.3: Growing tomato seedlings in MS liquid medium 
The sterilized tomato seeds were placed on the filter paper that dipped into +Pi MS 
liquid medium and placed inside test tubes. The seeds were germinated and grow for 
21-days, at 26°C, with a light cycle of 16 hr light and 8 hr dark. 
3.4.4 Biolistic bombardment 
Root region of the 21-day-old tomato seedlings growing in +Pi MS liquid 
medium was chosen as target for biolistic bombardment. Gold particles (l.Ojim) were 
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prepared and coated with DNA according to BioRad's protocol. Bombardments were 
performed using the Biolistic PDS-lOOO/He Particle Delivery System (BioRad). 
Bombardment parameters were setup as folio wings: 
Parameters Conditions  
Target distance 9cm 
Helium pressure 11 OOpsi 
Vacuum pressure 27 inches of Hg 
After bombardments, half of the samples were allowed to grow on +Pi MS liquid 
medium and the rest on -Pi MS liquid medium. After 24 hr, the samples were 
subjected to GUS histochemical staining. 
3.4.5 GUS histochemcial staining 
3.4.5.1 Materials 
GUS staining solution (Jefferson et al., 1987) 
O.IM Sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 




0.05% X-glucuronide (X-glu) (add before use) 
3.4.5.2 Procedures 
MS medium was poured off from the test tube and 7mL of GUS staining solution 
(3.5mg X-glu was first dissolved in DMSO, and then added to the GUS staining 
solution) was added to stain the roots of the tomato seedlings. The tomato seedlings 
were incubated at 37°C overnight (dark) for blue foci, which indicating the GUS 
activity, to develop. 
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3.5 Transgenic Assay of the TPAPl Promoter Fragments 
3.5.1 Materials for tobacco transformation 
Various media for transformation and tissue culture of tobacco are required as listed 
below. 
Inoculation Co-cultivation Shooting Rooting 
Components medium medium medium medium 
MS salts (Sigma) 4.4g/L “ - I 
MS agar (Sigma) - 42.4g/L 42.4g/L 42.4g/L 
Surcose 30g/L - -
6-BA Img/L Img/L Img/L -
lAA O.lmg/L O.lmg/L O.lmg/L -
As O.IM O.IM - -
Kanamycin - - lOOmg/L lOOmg/L 
Carbenicilin - - 500mg/L 50Qmg/L 
6-BA: 6-benzylaminopurine, lAA: Indole-3-acetic acid, 
As: Acetosyringone 
3.5.2 Agrobacterium tumefaciens preparation 
The pl21/TPAPpro series were transformed into A. tumefaciens strain LBA4404 
by first incubating 0.5mL Agrobacterium culture with 5fxL of plasmid DNA on ice for 
5min, and then transferred into liquid nitrogen for 5min. The frozen bacterial culture 
was transferred to 37°C for 5min, and ImL of LB medium was added to the flawed 
bacterial culture and placed at 28°C with shaking. After growing in LB medium for 4 
hours, the bacterial culture was spin down and the bacterial pellet was resuspended 
with O.lmL LB medium, streaked on LB agar plate containing kanamycin (50mg/L) 
and streptomycin (25mg/L) and incubated at 28°C for 2 days. After 2 days, 
transformed colonies were selected using mini-prep followed by PGR checking. 
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The 50|iL PGR mixture included l|iL DNA, 5[iL 2mM dNTPs, 5|iL lOx PGR 
Buffer, 4iiL 25mM MgCli, IjiL 5' primer, l|iL 3' primer and IjiL Taq DNA 
polymerase (Promega, 5 imits/|j,L). The PGR conditions were as follows: 
Temperature Duration 
"l cycle 94"C 5min 
30 cycles 94°C lOsec 
55"C 30sec 
72"C 3min 
1 cycle 72^C 7min 
The PGR products were ran through agarose gel to check for clones with the 
correct insert. 
3.5.3 Tobacco transformation and regeneration 
A single colony of A. tumefaciens strain LBA4404 harboring the pl21/TPAPpro 
series was cultured in 5mL LB medium containing kanamycin (50mg/L) and 
streptomycin (25mg/L) at 28°C with shaking for 2-3 days. The bacterial culture was 
spun down, resuspended and washed with 5mL inoculation medium, then the culture 
was spin down and resuspended in 3mL inoculation medium. Young leaves from 
wild-type tobacco were cut into small pieces (�0.5x0.5cm2) with razor blade and 
submerged in 18mL inoculation medium with 2mL Agrobacterium culture for 1 Omin. 
After that, the leaf discs were briefly dried on sterile filter paper to remove excess 
bacteria, and placed on co-cultivation medium. After 2 days co-cultivation at 26°C 
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with a light cycle of 16 hr light and 8 hr dark, the leaf discs were transferred into 
shooting medium and incubated in growth chamber under the same conditions as 
above for callus induction and shoot formation. Regenerated shoots were cut off and 
placed into rooting medium for root regeneration. Finally, the regenerated tobaccos 
were subjected to GUS activity analysis and transferred to soil and grown in 
greenhouse. 
3.5.4 Promoter activity analysis 
3.5.4.1 Materials 
GUS extraction buffer (modified from Jefferson et al., 1987) 
50mM Sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 
lOmMNaiEDTA 
0.1% Triton X-100 (add before use) 
0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol (add before use) 
3.5.4.2 Procedures 
Apical tips of regenerated transgenic tobacco were excised and placed in +Pi MS 
liquid medium (Table 3.2) for root regeneration. After root regeneration, tobacco 
plantlets were then transferred into either +Pi MS liquid medium or -Pi MS liquid 
medium (Table 3.2) and incubated in growth chamber for 2 days. Young leaf and root 
were harvested for protein extraction as described by Jefferson et al. (1987) with 
modified extraction buffer as described in section 3.5.4.1. Protein concentration of the 
plant extracts was determined according to Bradford (1976). Fluorometric assay was 
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performed as described by Jefferson et al (1987) on a 96-well microtiter plate, and 
fluorescence was measured on Tecan Safire spectrofluorometer. GUS histochemical 
staining was performed as described in section 3.4.5. 
3.5.5 Southern blot analysis 
Tobacco genomic DNA was prepared as described in section 3.3.1. Fifteen 
microgram of genomic DNA was digested overnight with Hindlll, separated on 0.8% 
agarose gel and transferred to positively charged nylon membrane (Roche) using 
VacuGeneXL Vacuum Blotting System (Pharmacia Biotech). DIG-labeled antisense 
GUS gene was used as probe. Hybridization and detection was performed following 
the protocol as described in the DIG Nucleic Acid Detection Kit (Roche). 
3.5.6 RNA isolation 
3.5.6.1 Materials 
RNA extraction buffer 





Adjust to pH 9.0 
3.5.6.2 Procedures 
Tobaccos were regenerated and transferred to MS liquid medium as described in 
section 3.5.4.2. About Ig of plant tissue was ground to fine powder in liquid nitrogen 
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with mortar and pestle, transferred to Falcon tube with 5mL phenol / chloroform / 
isoamyl alcohol (PCI, 25:24:1, v/v/v) added, and mixed thoroughly with 5mL RNA 
Extraction Buffer with vortexing. The mixture was centrifliged at 8,000rpm for 5min 
at 4°C. The aqueous phase was undergone one times of PCI extraction followed by 
one times of CI extraction with centrifUgation at 8,000rpm for 5min at 4°C. The 
supernatant was then mixed with 1/10 volume of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 2.5 
volumes of ethanol. After overnight precipitation in -20°C, the mixture was 
centrifliged at 8,000rpm for 5min at 4�C, the pellet was resuspended in ImL of 3M 
sodium acetate (pH5.6) and centrifliged at 12,000rpm for lOmin at 4°C. After that，the 
pellet was resuspended in 40|aL 3M sodium acetate (pH5.6) and 360jiL DEPC-treated 
dcfflbO, and RNA precipitation was performed with addition of ImL ethanol. The 
mixture was placed in -80°C for 30min. Precipitate was collected by centrifligation of 
the mixture at 12,000rpm for 20min at 4®C and the pellet was vacuum-dried. The 
RNA pellet was dissolved in 50|iL DEPC-treated ddHzO and stored in -80°C. The 
amount and quality of the extracted RNA were checked by spectrophotometric 
measurement and gel electrophoresis. 
3.5.7 Northern blot analysis 
Tobacco RNA was prepared as described in section 3.5.6. Ten microgram of 
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RNA was separated on 1% agarose / formaldehyde gel and transferred to positively 
charged nylon membrane (Roche) using VacuGeneXL Vacuum Blotting System 
(Pharmacia Biotech). DIG-labeled antisense GUS and DIG-labeled antisense 18S 
rRNA was used as probe. Hybridization and detection was performed following the 
protocol as described in the DIG Nucleic Acid Detection Kit (Roche). 
3.6 Biochemical Analysis of Acid Phosphatase Activities 
3.6.1 Excretion of acid phosphatase into the environment 
In response to extracellular Pi level, inductions of APases occur. To analysis the 
activities of the excretory APases from tomato roots, tomatoes were first germinated 
in +Pi MS agar medium for 21 days, and then transferred to MS liquid medium with 
either +Pi or -Pi. Medium was collected and analyzed for the APase activity over time, 
and subjected to APase activity assay by p-nitrophenyl phosphate method and 
activity-gel detection (Haran et al., 2000). 
3.6.2 Growing tomato seedlings in MS medium 
MS agar medium (0.5% w/v agar was added) with 1.25mM Pi were prepared as 
described in Table 3.2. Sterile tomato seeds were allowed to germinate in the medium 
for 21 days, and then they were washed and transferred into liquid MS medium 
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(lOOmL) with either +Pi or -Pi. Two sets of experiment were setup, for set one, the 
medium was collected and renewed on day 2, 4，7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23 and 25 
after transferred. On the other set, the medium was collected on day 2, 4, 6，8, 10, 12, 
14，16 and 18, without the renewal of medium. The collected medium was subjected 
to APase activity assay and activity-gel detection. 
3.6.3 Acid phosphatase activity assay by p-nitrophenyl phosphate 
To study the induction of APase secretion in tomato under phosphate starvation, 
seeds were germinated in +Pi MS agar medium. After 21 days, the seedlings were 
transferred into either +Pi or -Pi MS liquid medium. The medium were collected and 
renewed. MS liquid medium (lOOjiL) from the tomato seedling culture was mixed 
with 200|iL citrate buffer (O.IM citrate acid buffer, pH 4.8) and lOOpL substrate 
solution (1 mg/mL p-nitrophenyl phosphate (p-NPP) in O.IM citrate acid buffer, pH 
4.8). The reaction was incubated at 37^C for 1 hr and stopped by addition of 200| l iL 
IN NaOH. Spectrophotometric measurements were performed at OD405 nm. The 
experiment was repeated for 3 times with 2 replicates. 
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3.6.4 Activity-gel detection 
3.6.4.1 Materials 
SDS-gel wash buffer (McGrew and Green, 1990) 
0.04M Tris-HCl, pH 9.0 
0.02% Sodium azide 
2mM NaiEDTA 
1% Casein 
Enzyme activation buffer (Haran et al., 1990) 
O.IM Sodium acetate, pH 4.6 
Agarose gel for Activity-gel detection (Haran et al., 1990) 
O.IM Sodium acetate, pH 4.6 
1% (w/v) low-melting-point agarose (A-4018, Sigma) 
Incubate in hot water bath (75°C) until use 
300jj-g/mL 4-methylumbelliferryl-phosphate, add before use 
3.6.4.2 Procedures 
The collected media (as described in section 3.6.2) were first lyophilized to 
concentrate the protein and reduce the volume of the media. The freeze-dried samples 
were dissolved in ImL sterile ddHiO and Centricon® YM-3 (Millipore) was used to 
reduce the salt concentration in the samples. After salt removal, the retentates were 
collected and subjected to SDS-PAGE. 
As described by Haran et al. (2000), proteins in the retentates were separated by 
SDS-PAGE in 1.5mm gels. Samples were mixed with SDS gel loading buffer 
(Laemmli, 1970) without 2-mercaptoethanol and not boiled prior to loading. Enzymes 
were reactivated by shaking the gels 4 times, each 30min in SDS gel wash buffer. The 
buffer contains casein and EDTA that removed SDS from the gel matrix and to 
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reactivate the enzymes in it (McGrew and Green, 1990). After SDS removal, gels 
were shaked 4 times, each 30min in enzyme activation buffer. The buffer provided an 
acidic environment within the gel matrix, which is the optimal pH for APases 
activities. The substrate used for detection of APase activities was 
4-methyliimbelliferryl-phosphate (M-8168, Sigma). It can be hydrolyzed to release a 
fluorescent compound, 4-methylumbelliferone, which can be detected under UV 
radiation. Enzyme activity was detected by overlaying the SDS gel with the agarose 
gel prepared as described in section 3.6.4.1, which can be viewed under UV light after 
incubation. 
3.7 Sequence Analysis of the TPAPl gene, cDNA and promoter 
3.7.1 Isolation of TPAPl cDNA 
3.7.1.1 Rapid amplification ofcDNA ends (RACE) 
Both 5'RACE and 3'RACE were performed by Zhang (CUHK, Hong Kong) 
previously. Based on the sequence obtained from 3'RACE, 3'primers specified for 
TPAPl cDNA were designed for the isolation of TPAPl cDNA through RT-PCR. 
5'primer design was based on Zhang (2001). 
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3.7.1.2 RT-PCR 
Two microgram of RNA prepared as described in section 3.5.6 was first treated 
with one unit of DNasel in a 20ijL reaction mixture. The mixture was incubated at 
37°C for 15min, then 70°C for lOmin and immediately chilled on ice. First strand 
cDNA synthesis was preformed using 10|iL of the DNasel treated reaction mixture, 
mixed with 40U RNA inhibitor (Promega), 0.1 |ig 3, primer, 0.5mM dNTPs, Ix 
reaction buffer, lOmM DTT and 200U Molony murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) 
reverse transcriptase in a 20}iL reverse transcription reaction. The remaining lO\iL 
DNasel treated reaction mixture was used to set up a control reaction without the 
presence of reverse transcriptase. All the reaction mixtures were incubated at 42®C for 
1 hour. Second strand cDNA synthesis was preformed using 2|iL of the 1st strand 
DNA as template, 5'primer, 3'primer and Pfu DNA polymerase for PGR amplification. 
The PGR products were ran through agarose gel, recovered by QIAEX® II Gel 
Extraction Kit (QIAGEN) and cloned in pGEM-T vector. 
3.7.2 Isolation of TPAPl gene 
3.7.2.1 PGR amplification of the TPAPl gene 
TPAPl gene was amplified from the tomato genomic DNA by using Elongase 
Enzyme Mix (Invitrogen). The PGR reaction mixtures were setup according to 
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manufacture's protocol, the 20|iL reaction mix I included 5|iL 2mM dNTPs, 0.5|iL 
5’primer (PAP一cDNA-ATG), O.S i^L 3'primer (PAP一cDNA-BoxZ) and l.O i^L tomato 
genomic DNA, and the 30|iL reaction mix II included 2|iL enzyme mix, 2[iL Buffer A 
and S[iL Buffer B (final concentration of MgCh is 1.8mM), the reaction mixtures 
were prepared separately and mixed prior loading to thermocycler. The PGR 
conditions were as follows: 
Temperature Duration 
1 cycle 94"C 30sec 
35 cycles W c 30sec 
55^C 30sec 
68"C 3min 
1 cycle 68^C 7min 
The PGR products were ran through agarose gel, recovered by QIAEX® II Gel 
Extraction Kit (QIAGEN) and cloned into pGEM-T vector. 
3.7.2.2 TPAPl gene sequence determination 
Four different regions of the TPAPl gene was directly cloned from the tomato 
genomic DNA separately by PGR amplification for the ease of sequence 
determination. TPAPl gene fragments were amplified by PGR, using four primer pairs 
(the combinations of primers are shown below) and Pfli DNA polymerase. The 
relative positions of the primers are shown in Figure 3.4. The amplified fragments 
were directly used for sequence determination. 
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TPAPl Gene 
• • • r  
cDNA^ATG PAP-11 PAP4L T u H M 
< M M M  
RftP-10 RftP4 c D N / H R cDNA-BoxZ 




Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of cloning the TPAPl gene for sequence 
determination. 
To minimize sequence errors introduced during PCR amplification of long DNA 
fragments and for ease of sequence determination, the TPAPl gene was separately 
amplified by using four primer pairs (see below). After PCR amplification, the gene 
fragments were eluted from agarose gel and directly subjected to sequence 
determination. 
Gene fragments Primer pairs  
TPAP1 -Gene 1 PAP_cDNA-ATG & PAP-10 
TPAP1 -Gene2 PAP-11 & PAP-4 
TPAP 1 -Gene3 PAP-4L & PAP一cDNA-1R 
TPAP1-Gene4 PAP_cDNA-l & PAP cDNA-BoxZ  
3.7.3 Sequence analysis 
Homologous sequence search was performed on BLAST program 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). Sequence alignment for all DNA and protein 
sequences was performed on BioEdit program. Multiple sequence alignment and 
phylogenetic relationship determination was performed on ClustalW 
(http://clustalw.genome.ad.jp/). Protein sequence analysis was performed on ExPASy 
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(http://tw.expasy.org/tools/). 
The search for potential transcription factors binding site was preformed on the 
following websites, with additional potential transcription factors binding sites 
discussed in previous research (Rubio et al” 2001; Tang et al., 2001; Mukatira et al” 
2001; Hammond et al., 2003; Rombauts et al., 2003). 
Computer programs for sequence analysis 
Web-based Websites References 
programs  
PLACE http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/htdocs/PLACE/ Higo et al,, (1999) 
PlantCARE http://intra.psb.ugent.be:8080/PlantCARE/ Lescot et al, 
(2002) 
TFSEARCH http://www.cbrc.jp/research/db/TFSEARCH.html Heinemeyer et al., 
(1998) 
TRANSFAC http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html Wingender et al., 
(2000) 
3.8 Statistical analysis 
GUS activities of transgenic tobaccos are presented as GUS specific activity 
(unit: nM [4-MU]/|ig protein/min). To determine whether there were significant 
differences among the GUS specific activities of different constructs (either under +Pi 
or -Pi conditions), the Kxuskal-Wallis test (non-parametric analysis of variance) was 
performed. Where permitted, Mann-Whitney U test (non-parametric independent 
samples t-test) was performed to determine whether there were significant differences 
between the GUS specific activities of different constructs. To determine whether 
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there was significant difference of the GUS specific activities of the same construct 
between +Pi condition and -Pi condition, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (non-parametric 
paired samples t-test) was performed. All statistical analysis were performed using 
SPSS 12.0 software. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
4.1 Cloning of the TPAPl Promoter Fragments, Gene and cDNA 
4.1.1 TPAPl promoter fragment constructs 
All the 6 promoter fragments were successfully cloned into pBI221 vector 
(Figure 4.1)，and then into pBI121 vector (Figure 4.2). The expected sizes of promoter 
fragments are: TPAPpro-1, approximately 2.8kb; TPAPpro-2, approximately 1.8kb; 
TPAPpro-3, approximately l.Okb; TPAPpro-4, approximately 0.5kb; TPAPpro-5, 
approximately 0.3kb and TPAPpro-0, approximately 2.3kb, which were verified by 
restriction digestion and gel electrophoresis. 
4.1.2 TPAPl cDNA cloning 
RNA isolated from phosphate-starved tomato root was used as template for 
TPAPl cDNA cloning. TPAPl cDNA was amplified by RT-PCR, using primer pair 
PAP_cDNA-ATG and PAP_cDNA-BoxZ, and cloned into pGEM-T vector. The size 
of the cloned TPAPl cDNA is approximately l.Skbp (Figure 4.3). 
4.1.3 TPAPl gene cloning 
The TPAPl gene was successfully cloned from the tomato genome, using primer 
pairs PAP_cDNA-ATG and PAP一cDNA-BoxZ, into pGEM-T vector. The size of the 
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gene fragment is approximately 3.5kb (Figure 4.4). For sequence determination of the 
TPAPl gene, different regions of the gene were amplified by PGR, and the PGR 
products were subjected to direct sequencing. 
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雄 : 厂 " " 奢 一 L a n e 3: p221/TPAPpro-3 
各萁繁辑；^等::•'丄巧？-一'透.i Lane 4: p221/TPAPpro-4 
L _ 5: p221/TPAPpro-6 
汲 9 Lane6: p221/TPAPpro-0 
Figure 4.1: Restriction enzyme digestion of p221/TPAPpro series 
Plasmids containing the TPAPl promoter fragments were digested by Hindlll and 
BamHI at 37°C for Ihr and separated by electrophoresis through 0.8% agarose gel. 
The upper bands represent the size of pBI221 without promoter region (about S.Okbp), 
the lower bands represent the size of the TPAPl promoter fragments. Size of the 
promoter fragments are as expected. 
'^" W z i " ”_！ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p p m u ^ ^ j Lane 1: PBI121 
Lane 2: p121/TPAPpro-0 
� • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U l l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l Lane 3: p121/TPAPpro-1 
[ ^ J ^ ^ m H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I Lane 4: p121/TPAPpro-2 
Lane 
Lane 6: 
m i — 
Figure 4.2: Restriction enzyme digestion of pl21/TPAPpro series 
Plasmids containing the TPAPl promoter fragments were digested by Hindlll and 
BamHI at 37°C for Ihr and separated by electrophoresis through 0.8% agarose gel. 
The upper bands represent the size of pBI121 without promoter region (about 
12.0kbp), the lower bands represent the size of the TPAPl promoter fragments. Size 
of the promoter fragments are as expected. 
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K ^ I H B 
^ ^ H Figure 4.3: Restriction enzyme digestion of 
• • pGEM-T/TPAPl cDNA 
. S h i Undigested TPAPl cDNA were amplified from RNA extracted from 
Tf"™^ plafsmid 
^ l ^ ^ p G E K i - T Pi-Starved tomato roots by RT-PCR and cloned into 
l ^ ^ m l — � pGEM-T vector. The plasmid was digested by BamHI 
L j ^ m TPAPl and Sad at 37°C for Ihr and separated by electrophoresis 
m H H m l �t h r o u g h 0.8% agarose gel. The uppermost band 
represents the undigested plasmid, and the middle band 
represents the size of pGEM-T vector (about 3.0kbp), 
and the lowest band represents the size of the TPAPl 
^ ^ ^ H cDNA (about L5kbp). 
Figure 4.4: PCR amplification of TPAPl gene from 
^^^^^^ TPAP1 tomato genome 
gena The TPAPl gene was amplified from tomato genome 
by PCR. The PCR product was electrophoresis 
separated through 0.8% agarose gel. The size of the 
_ 一 一 
• i i i i B H H 
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4.2 Sequence analysis of the TPAPl promoter, gene, cDNA and predicted amino 
acid sequence 
4.2.1 The DNA sequence of the TPAPl promoter, gene and cDNA 
The TPAPl promoter region has a high AT content (�76o/o), whereas the TPAPl 
gene has a relatively lower AT content (-64%). The TPAPl gene, 3,632bp in length 
(from transcription start site to 3，end), contains 8 exons and 7 introns, which encodes 
for the TPAPl cDNA. According to Zhang (2001)，including the first 40 nucleotides 
of the TPAPl cDNA can increase the expression efficiency of GUS. Therefore, this 
sequence was included in all the constructs containing the TPAPl promoter in this 
study. Figure 4.5 showed the DNA sequence starting from the TPAPl promoter to the 
3'end of the gene. 
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2 
- 1 7 2 9 T T T T T T T C T G G A T T T C C C A T T G G T C C C A A T C C T A A T A C C G G T T G T C G A C T 
- 1 6 7 9 A C T C A A T A A T A G T T G A C G C A A C T A T T A T G A A A A G A A A A A A G A T T G G C T A C 
- 1 6 2 9 A A A T T G A A A A A T A C T T T C C A C T T T T G C T T T T T A A T T A T T T T G A A A T T A C T 
- 1 5 7 9 T T T G A A A A A T A G A A A T A T A A T T C A A A A G A A A A T C A T A C T C C C A T T G C T C A 
- 1 5 2 9 T T A T T A T T T A T C G G C A T A A T A T A T A T A T T A A A G C C T T A A A C T T C A G T T T A 
- 1 4 7 9 A A T C T T A A T T T T G A C C T T T A A C T T T C A T A T T G C A C A A A C A T G C A C T T T A A 
- 1 4 2 9 C T A T C C A A C T C T T A A A T A A A T A A A C A C A T G A G T T C T A T A T G A C A C A A A T A 
- 1 3 7 9 T A C G T A G G A C A C C A C G C T G G A T A A A A C A T G A C T T G T A G G A C A T G T G T G T T 
- 1 3 2 9 T A T T T G T T C A A T T T T A T A C A A A T T T A A G T G T C T A T T T G T G C A C A T C C A A A 
- 1 2 7 9 G T T A A C G G A C A T A A A T G T A A T T T G A A G C C A A G T T A A A T G A C A C A T T T A T G 
- 1 2 2 9 T A T A C C T T A T T T A T T T C G T T T A T A A A A T T A A T G A A C A G T T T A T T A T T T T A 
- 1 1 7 9 T A T T T G T T T T A T T C C T A A T A T T A A A T A T T A T T T A T T T C T A C A A T A T T T T G 
- 1 1 2 9 A T A A T T T A C A A T T A A T A T G G G T A A T A T C G T A A G T T A T C G T T T A T T T A T T A 
- 1 0 7 9 T T T T T T T A T G T A C T A T A T C A A A T C A A A C A A T A T A G A T A A A T A A A A A T A A A 
- 1 0 2 9 C G G G G G A G T A A T A T G A A C A A T T A A C T C T C T T A A A C T T G T C A T A T A G A C A A 
7 7 
- 9 7 9 T G T A A A T G G A G A G C A A A A A C G A A A A A G A G A T G T T C A A A C A T A A A A T A A T A 
3 
- 9 2 9 A T T G T T C A C T A T T A A C T T A A C A C A T A A A T T A A A T A A T A A T A A A T G A T A A G 
- 8 7 9 A G T A A C T T T A T C A A A T C A C C C T A A T T A A A T A T A A G T T G T A T A A A C A C T G A 
- 8 2 9 A A A A T G A A T A A T A T T G A G C A A C A T G A T A A A T T A T T T A T T G G T T T A C T A G A 
- 7 7 9 C A A G T A T A T A T T A T T G T A C A T T C T A C C G T A A T A T A A T T G A C T A G T A A A A A 
- 7 2 9 T A G T T A A A A A A C T T T A A A C T T T C A C T T A C T T T G A A C A A T G A A A A A T A T C T 
- 6 7 9 C A A A A T C C A A T T A A T A T T A A A T A G A G A A A A T A T A T T T T A A T A T T C T T A T C 
- 6 2 9 A A A T T A G T T G T T G T G T T T A T T T T G T C C A A G A G T T A A T T T A A C T A A T T A T T 
- 5 7 9 A A A A T T A A C A A A A T A A T A T A T C A A G C A C A A C A A T T C T A A A A C T A A A A C T T 
- 5 2 9 A T A T T C T T G A A A A A T T A C A T A A A A A C A T A A T T T C T G T T G T T C A A T T T G T T 
- 4 7 9 T T C T A A G A T C T A A T T C A A T C T T C A T A G A A T T T T C G A A A T A T T T C C T T A C C 
4 
- 4 2 9 A A G T T T T T C A T A G T A G C T T G T A T A A T C C T C T A G A T T T A A A C T G A C T T G A T 
0 
- 3 7 9 A T T G A G T T A A A C A G A A T A T A C A A A G G T T T T G A A C T T T A T A A A A T A T A T T A 
- 3 2 9 A A A T A T T T T T T A A T T T T A T A C G T A A A A A T A A A A G A G T T A A T A A G A A G A A T 
- 2 7 9 A A A A A A T A G T A A A G A A T T A A G A A A A G A A T T G C A A A A G A C A A A C A A A T T A A 
5 
- 2 2 9 A A A T A A G A T G A T A A A C A T T A T G A A A A G A T G T T A T C T T T A A T A T A G G T C A T 
- 1 7 9 A A T T A A C C A A T T A A T T C G A T G G A A A A T A T T T A A A T T A A A T T G T G A G T A C T 
- 1 2 9 T A T C A T A G T A T A A G G T T A G C A T A T T C C C C G C G A T T C T A G A C G T A T A T A C A 
- 7 9 G G G A A T A C A G G T A T C T A T C G A T T C A T A T A T A A A G G A G C T T C A A C T C T C G A 
- 2 9 G T A A T G T G A G A C T T G A G T T T T C T C A A A A G A T G A G T G T G T C A A C A A T G A C T 
c D N A G A G A C T T G A G T T T T C T C A A A A G A T G A G T G T G T C A A C A A T G A C T 
2 2 T C T T T T G G G T A T T G T A T T C T T G T T G T T C T G G G T T T G A T T T T G A A T G A G T C 
c D N A T C T T T T G G G T A T T G T A T T C T T G T T G T T C T G G G T T T G A T T T T G A A T G A G T C 
7 2 A G T T T T A T G C A A T G G T G G A G T C A C C A G T A G T T T T G T T A G A A A A G T T G A G A 
c D N A A G T T T T A T G C A A T G G T G G A G T C A C C A G T A G T T T T G T T A G A A A A G T T G A G A 
1 2 2 A A A C A A T T G A T A T G C C T C T A G A T A G T G A T G T T T T T A G T G T T C C T C C T G G A 
c D N A A A A C A A T T G A T A T G C C T C T A G A T A G T G A T G T T T T T A G T G T T C C T C C T G G A 
7 8 
1 7 2 T A T A A T G C G C C T C A A C A G G T A T C T T C A A A T T C T C C T T T T T A T T G T T T T C T 
c D N A T A T A A T G C G C C T C A A C A G # 
2 2 2 A A T T T G T A T T T T T T T T C A T T T A G A G C T T T T A A C A A A C A C T G T T G A T G C A T 
2 7 2 C A T T G A C C T T G C T G T T A G T T G T C G A A T T T T T T A A T G G A T A T A T T G A T G C A 
3 2 2 C T T T T C A C C C T T T T C T C C G T T T T T G T T T A A T G G T A C T T T T A C T C T G A T T T 
3 7 2 T G T T A A T G G G T T T T G G G G T T T T A A G A A A A A T A T A C T A A A A G T A G A T A T T T 
4 2 2 T T G G G A T C C A C T G A A C T C G T A C T A C T G T G T G C G T T G T A C G G C G G C C G A A G 
4 7 2 G C A T T T T T T A T G T T A G A T T C T T A T G T G G T G C C T T C T T T G T G A C T T C T A T C 
5 2 2 A A G C C A T T A T T G A A G A A C C T C T T G T T T T A A T A T T T G T C A A A A T T T T T T T T 
5 7 2 A C T G T C A A A T G A A C A A C A T A C C C G T G A A A T C A T A C A A A G T T T T T A C T C T T 
6 2 2 T C T G G A T A A A A A C G T A T T C T C A T G T C A C A A A T T T T G T T T A T G C T T G T A T C 
6 7 2 A T T C A T G G A A A T A T G G T T T A T T T G C C A A T T G A T T C T G T T T G G G A T G T C T T 
7 2 2 T T T A A G G T T C A C A T A A C A C A A G G A G A T C A T G T G G G A A A A G C T G T T A T T G T 
cDNA #GTTCACATAACACAAGGAGATCATGTGGGAAAAGCTGTTATTGT 
7 7 2 A T C A T G G G T G A C T A T G G A T G A A C C T G G T T C A A G T A C A G T A G T A T A C T G G A 
cDNA ATCATGGGTGACTATGGATGAACCTGGTTCAAGTACAGTAGTATACTGGA 
8 2 2 GTGAGAAAAGCAAGCATAAGTGTAAGGCCAGCGGAAAAGTTACTTCCTAT 
CDNA GTGAGAAAAGCAAGCATAAGTGTAAGGCCAGCGGAAAAGTTACTTCCTAT 
8 7 2 A C A T A T T A T A A C T A T A C T T C T G G T T A C A T C C A C C A C T G C A A T A T C A A A A A 
CDNA ACATATTATAACTATACTTCTGGTTACATCCACCACTGCAATATCAAAAA 
9 2 2 T T T G A A G G T G A A T A T T C T T T C T T T C A T T C C C T T T T T G G G T T G G A T A A T T T 
c D N A T T T G A A # 
9 7 2 T G G T T T C T T G A G C A T T T G T A G A C T A A T T T A A C C C T G C T T A A A C T T A C A A C 
1 0 2 2 G G A T T T A A T A C T C C T T T G C A G T T T G A T A C C A A A T A C T A C T A T A A G A T T G G 
C D N A # G T T T G A T A C C A A A T A C T A C T A T A A G A T T G G 
1 0 7 2 GATTGGACATATATCACGAACCTTCTGGTTCACAACTCCTCCAGAAGTCG 
cDNA GATTGGACATATATCACGAACCTTCTGGTTCACAACTCCTCCAGAAGTCG 
1 1 2 2 G C C C T G A T G T A C C C T A T A C A T T T G G T C T T A T A G G T A A C A A T T T T T C A A C C 
c D N A G C C C T G A T G T A C C C T A T A C A T T T G G T C T T A T A # 
1 1 7 2 A A A T C A T T G C T G T T G G A A C T T C G T G G A G C T T G C T T T G G T T A T T T T A T G C A 
7 9 
1 2 2 2 C T G T T T C T G A A G T T T C A T T G A T A T T G T G C T T T C T A T A C C G T A C C A A A A T A 
1 2 7 2 A A G A T G G A C T G T A C A A T C A C G A T G A T G T G A A T A T A A T T G A G A C C C T G A A T 
1 3 2 2 C T A G G A T T G A G A G A T G G C A A A T T T T C T A G T T T G T T G T G T G A A A C A G C A T T 
1 3 7 2 A T C T G C A T G A C G C A T T A A C T T C G T T A C A T G T A C A T T A T A G A T A C A G C A T G 
1 4 2 2 C T T C T C C T T C T G T G C A T A T G T T G A A C A T G G T T C A G T G A C A A C C T C T T T G C 
1 4 7 2 A T A C T T C C A A A G G A A A A G G A T A A A T G A T A G C T A A A A A C C A T T T A T G C T G T 
1 5 2 2 T G T T A G C A T T T G T G C G G C A T T T C T C A G C C A A C C T G C A T T T C A T T A C A G G G 
c D N A # G G G 
1 5 7 2 G A T C T T G G T C A G A G T T T T G A T T C A A A C A A G A C A C T C A C A C A T T A T G A A T T 
c D N A G A T C T T G G T C A G A G T T T T G A T T C A A A C A A G A C A C T C A C A C A T T A T G A A T T 
1 6 2 2 A A A T C C A A T T A A G G G G C A A G C A G T G T T G T T C G T A G G T G A C T T A T C T T A T G 
c D N A A A A T C C A A T T A A G G G G C A A G C A G T G T T G T T C G T A G G T G A C T T A T C T T A T G 
1 6 7 2 C T G A T A A C T A C C C T A A T C A T G A C A A T G T A A G A T G G G A T A C A T G G G G A A G G 
c D N A C T G A T A A C T A C C C T A A T C A T G A C A A T G T A A G A T G G G A T A C A T G G G G A A G G 
1 7 2 2 T T T G T A G A G A G A A G T A C T G C T T A T C A A C C T T G G A T T T G G A C A G C A G G A A A 
c D N A T T T G T A G A G A G A A G T A C T G C T T A T C A A C C T T G G A T T T G G A C A G C A G G A A A 
1 7 7 2 T C A T G A G T T A G A T T T T G C T C C T G A A A T T G T A A G T G A T T C C A T A C T T T T T C 
cDNA TCATGAGTTAGATTTTGCTCCTGAAATTGTAAG# 
1 8 2 2 G C T T A T T G C T C A A A A T T T G T T T C T T G T G T A T T T C A T G G A T G C T T T A A C C T 
1 8 7 2 A A T T T T T T G A G C T A T A T G A G C T T T A T T A A T G C A T T T C T T G A C C T T C A G C C 
1 9 2 2 G A T T G A G A A G A A G C T G T G T T A A A A C T C T T T T C C T T C A A T G T A T G A A C A G A 
1 9 7 2 A A G C A T A G T T A C T T G C A T G A A T T C T A C A G T T G T A C A G A A A G C T G A T A T C T 
2 0 2 2 C T C T C T G T T C C A A C A A A A A A A T A G A T A A A C A T T T C C T C A G C T T T G C A A A G 
2 0 7 2 G A A G T T T A A C G A G A T T C A T C T T G C A T G A T A A A A A T G A C T A T A T T T A G A G A 
2 1 2 2 G C T T A A T A A T G A G C A A G T A T G T A T T C T T T A G A G A G A A C T A G T G T G G T T A T 
2 1 7 2 A G A G T T T A T T G A T T G A A C T C C A C T G C A A A A A A G A C A A T T T G C T T G T G C T T 
2 2 2 2 T T C C A T T C C T T C A A T A G T A A T G T G C T A G A T T T T A G A T G G T T T T G C A T G G A 
2 2 7 2 A T T T T G A T G A A T A T A T T C T G A T A C T G C C T G C A G G G G G A A A C A A A A C C A T T 
c D N A # G G G A A A C A A A A C C A T T 
80 
2 3 2 2 T A A G C C C T A C A C T C A T C G G T A T C A T G T C C C A T T C A G A G C A T C A G A C A G C A 
c D N A T A A G C C C T A C A C T C A T C G G T A T C A T G T C C C A T T C A G A G C A T C A G A C A G C A 
2 3 7 2 C A T C T C C A C T T T G G T A T T C A A T C A A G C G A G C T T C A G C G T A T A T C A T A G T T 
c D N A C A T C T C C A C T T T G G T A T T C A A T C A A G C G A G C T T C A G C G T A T A T C A T A G T T 
2 4 2 2 T T A T C C T C A T A T T C A G C A T A T G G T A A G G A T A C A G A A T T C T T G T G A A T G A T 
c D N A T T A T C C T C A T A T T C A G C A T A T G # 
2 4 7 2 A C T T A G C A T T G A G T T A T G A A C T G G T T T A T G C T T T C C C T T T T C C T C T T C T T 
2 5 2 2 T A G C G T G G A C A T A G A A C T T A G A A G T A C T C G G C C A G A A A A T G T C A T C T A C A 
2 5 7 2 G T C T G T T A C T T A T C C A G T T C T T G A A G A A T T T A G A A G T C G T T A A G T A G T A A 
2 6 2 2 T A C C A T U V A A T T T C A G T C T A C A G T C G A T G T C A A T A T T T T G T T C G C A T T C A C 
2 6 7 2 C T T G C T C C C A A T A A A G T T C C T T T T C T T T C C T C C A T T T T T T A G G C A A A T A C 
c D N A # G C A A A T A C 
2 7 2 2 A C T C C T C A A T A C A A G T G G C T T G A G G A A G A G C T A C C A A A G G T T A A C A G G A C 
c D N A A C T C C T C A A T A C A A G T G G C T T G A G G A A G A G C T A C C A A A G G T T A A C A G G A C 
2 7 7 2 T G A G A C T C C G T G G C T G A T T G T T C T A G T A C A T T C C C C A T G G T A T A A C A G C T 
c D N A T G A G A C T C C G T G G C T G A T T G T T C T A G T A C A T T C C C C A T G G T A T A A C A G C T 
2 8 2 2 A C A A C T A T C A C T A T A T G G A A G G G G A A A C C A T G A G A G T A A T G T A T G A A C C A 
c D N A A C A A C T A T C A C T A T A T G G A A G G G G A A A C C A T G A G A G T A A T G T A T G A A C C A 
2 8 7 2 T G G T T T G T A C A G T A T A A A G T G G A T A T G G T T T T T G C A G G T C A T G T T C A T G C 
c D N A T G G T T T G T A C A G T A T A A A G T G G A T A T G G T T T T T G C A G G T C A T G T T C A T G C 
2 9 2 2 T T A T G A A A G A A C A G T A T G T A C A A C T C G A T C A T C C A G T T C T C T G T A G C T T A 
c D N A T T A T G A A A G A A C A G # 
2 9 7 2 T G T G A A G A A T C A T A G T T T C A T C T G T C A T A G A A A A T G T A A G C T T T T A T T A T 
3 0 2 2 G T T T C A G G A A C G G A T T T C T A A T G T G G C C T A C A A C G T T G T C A A T G G A G A A T 
c D N A # A A C G G A T T T C T A A T G T G G C C T A C A A C G T T G T C A A T G G A G A A T 
3 0 7 2 G C A G T C C T A T T A A A G A T C A A T C T G C T C C A A T T T A T G T A A C A A T C G G T G A T 
c D N A G C A G T C C T A T T A A A G A T C A A T C T G C T C C A A T T T A T G T A A C A A T C G G T G A T 
3 1 2 2 G G A G G A A A T C T T G A A G G C C T A G C C A C C A A G T A A G A T A A T C T A A G T C T A G A 
c D N A G G A G G A A A T C T T G A A G G C C T A G C C A C C A A # 
3 1 7 2 A A G T T G T T T T A T G T G T T G T G G T T G G C G T T T C T G T G A G A C A A C T C A A C T A A 
3 2 2 2 T T A G A T A T C T T G T A A C A C T A A T T T C A G C A T G A C A G A G C C A C A A C C A G C T T 
c D N A # C A T G A C A G A G C C A C A A C C A G C T T 
81 
3 2 7 2 A C T C T G C A T T C C G C G A G G C C A G T T T T G G A C A T G C C A C T C T T G C C A T C A A C 
C D N A A C T C T G C A T T C C G C G A G G C C A G T T T T G G A C A T G C C A C T C T T G C C A T C A A C 
3 3 2 2 A A T A G A A C T C A T G C T T A T T A T A G T T G G C A T C G T A A T C A A G A T G G A T A T G C 
c D N A A A T A G A A C T C A T G C T T A T T A T A G T T G G C A T C G T A A T C A A G A T G G A T A T G C 
3 3 7 2 T G T G G A A G C T G A T A A G A T A T G G G T T A A C A A C C G A G T T T G G C A T C C A G T T G 
c D N A T G T G G A A G C T G A T A A G A T A T G G G T T A A C A A C C G A G T T T G G C A T C C A G T T G 
3 4 2 2 A T G A G T G C A C A A C A G C C A A A T C A T G A T A T G T G A T A T A C A C A A A A T T T C A T 
c D N A A T G A G T G C A C A A C A G C C A A A T C A T G A T A T G T G A T A T A C A C A A A A T T T C A T 
3 4 7 2 C C A T C T T T T C T T T C C T T T T C C T C A G T A A C A T T G T G T A C T T G T C G A C G M T 
c D N A C C A T C T T T T C T T T C C T T T T C C T C A G T A A C A T T G T G T A C T T G T C G A C G A A T 
3 5 2 2 ^ y ^ T A T T T T A T T A T T T C A A G C T C T T G C T G C C T C A T A A T T T T T A A A A C G T C 
c D N A A A A T A T T T T A T T A T T T C A A G C T C T T G C T G C C T C A T A A T T T T T A A A A C G T C 
3 5 7 2 C A T T T A A G A C G T G G C A G A A G A G T C A A T T G T G T G G A A A C C 
c D N A C A T T T A A G A C G T G G C A G A A G A G T C A A T T G T G T G G A A A C C 
Figure 4.5: The DNA sequence of TPAPl promoter, gene and cDNA 
The TPAPl promoter is 2,757bp in length (from 5'end to the transcription start site) 
and the TPAPl gene is 3,632bp in length (from the transcription start site to the 3'end). 
The TPAPl cDNA is l,526bp and l，598bp, which contains a 5'UTR of22bp in length 
and 3'UTR of 97bp and 166bp in length (section 4.2.2). All constructs (except 
TPAPpro-0) contain the first 40 nucleotides of the TPAPl cDNA, indicated by a 八. 
Numbers represent the 5'end or 3'end of the constructs, TPAPpro-1, from 1 to 八； 
TPAPpro-2, from 2 to ^； TPAPpro-3, from 3 to ^； TPAPpro-4, from 4 to ^； TPAPpro-5, 
from 5 to 八；TPAPpro-0, from 1 to 0; underline, potential cis-acting regulatory 
elements (see section 4.5.1); double underline, putative start codon of TPAPl; bold, 
putative CAAT box (CAAT) and TATA box (TATAAA); dotted line, putative stop 
codon based on deduced amino acid sequence; predicted exon/intron borders based 
on sequence comparison of TPAPl gene and cDNA; dashed-underline, putative 
polyadenlyation signal site; asterisks, 3'end of cDNA vl revealed by 3'RACE (see 
below). 
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4.2.2 Properties of TPAPl cDNA and protein 
Blast search revealed that the protein coding sequence TPAPl cDNA has a high 
sequence identity with other plant PAP cDNAs，including tobacco, sweet potato, 
soybean, Anchusa officinalis and Arabidopsis thaliana, ranging from 61% up to 88%. 
The TPAPl cDNA contains a 5'UTR of 22bp in length and an opening reading frame 
(ORF) of l,413bp which encodes for a polypeptide with 470 amino acids that also 
shows high sequence similarity to other plant PAPs, ranging from 54% to 89% 
identity and 75% to 95% similarity. There are two versions of TPAPl cDNA as 
revealed by 3,RACE, both contain the identical ORF of 1413bp and a 3'UTR of 91 bp, 
the second version contains an additional 3'UTR of 72bp (Figure 4.6). Web-based 
program analysis (SignalP; Nielsen et al” 1997) predicts a putative signal peptide 
cleavage site between amino acid position 27 and 28, which contains 4 potential 
N-linked glycosylation sites. The subcellular localization of TPAPl, predicted by 
Target? (Emanuelsson et al., 2000), is located in extracellular environment, and thus 
TPAPl is possibly a secretory glycoprotein. The predicted molecular mass of TPAPl, 
excluding the putative signal peptide, is 50.7kDa. Figure 4.7 showed the deduced 
TPAPl amino acid sequence. Table 4.1 showed the summary of sequence similarity 
of TPAP 1 cDNA and deduced amino acid sequence with other plant PAP cDNA and 
amino acid sequences. 
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T P A P l c o d i n g r e g i o n # # # 9 1 b p - 3 ' U T R 
3 ' e n c l v 1 ^ M r o K Q ^ g i g ^ g f f l ESSSSSSSi 
3 'end | B | ® 3 3 3 3 S ^ S ^ S S S B S f f l B B S ® 
3'end B H ® H B B E E E E S S s H E ^ S E E S ^ ^ ^ E 
q i p n H v 9 H M B B B B B H H S B B B B S A A G C T C T T G C T G C C T C A T A A T T T T T A A A A C G T 
3 'end v 2 CCATTTAAGA CGTGGCAGAA GAGTCAATTG TGTGGAAACC 
P o l y A t a i l 
3 'end v1 
3 'end v 2 
Figure 4.6: Sequence of the 3'end of the TPAPl cDNA revealed by 3'RACE 
The nucleotide sequences of the coding region are identical in both versions of TPAPl 
cDNA. In addition to the coding regions, both versions also contain the same 
91bp-3'UTR, but the longer version, 3'end v2, contains an additional 72bp-3'UTR. 
Identical nucleotide sequences are shaded in black. stop codon. 
1 MSVSTMTSFGYCILVVLGLILNESVLCNGGVTSSFVRKVEKTIDMPLDSD 
5 1 V F S V P P G Y N A P Q Q V H I T Q G D H V G K A V I V S W V T M D E P G S S T W Y W S E K S K H 
101 K C K A S G K V T S Y T Y Y 墮 S G Y I H H C N I K N L K F D T K Y Y Y K I G I G H I S R T F W 
151 TTPPEVGPDVPYTFGLIGDLGQSFDSMILTHYELNPIKGQAVLFV•卿 •§ , 
"•7…' * 
2 0 1 Y A D N Y P N H D N V R W D T W G R F V E R S T A Y Q P W I W T A g 腿 L D F A P E I G E T K P F 
251 KPYTHRYHVPFRASDSTSPLWYSIKRASAY工工VLSSYSAYGKYTPQYKWL 
3 0 1 EEELPKV 腿 E T P W L i y 哪 . S P W Y N S Y N Y H Y M E G E T M I V M Y E P W F V Q Y K V 
* 
3 5 1 D M V F A g 哪 A Y E R T E R I S N V A Y N V V N G E C S P I K D Q S A P I Y V T I G D G G N L E 
‘-k 女 
401 GLATNMTEPQPAYSAFREASFGHATLAINNRTHAYYSWHRNQDGYAVEAD 
4 5 1 K I W V N N R V W H P V D E C T T A K S 
Figure 4.7: Deduced TPAPl amino acid sequence 
The prediction of the amino acid sequence is based on the TPAPl cDNA sequence, 
starting from the start codon (ATG) to the stop codon (TGA) as shown in Figure 4.5. 
TPAPl was predicted to be a secretory glycoprotein with mass of about 51kDa, 
excluding the putative signal peptide, underline, putative signal peptide; double 
underline, potential N-linked glycosylation sites; dotted underlined, potential 
metal-ligating blocks; asterisks, potential metal-ligating residues (Figure 4.8). 
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Table 4.1: Sequence similarity between TPAPl cDNA and its deduced amino acid 
sequence and various plant PAP cDNAs and their amino acid sequences 
piontQ pAPe~~ cDNA I Protein (Identity I GenBank ^ , 
Plants PAPs ( 丨 / Homology) Accession References 
NtPAP12 88% 89% / 95% ABQ17967 A 
k NtPAP21 84% 83% / 94% AB084124 A Tobacco  
NtPAP4 69% 71% 7 84% ABQ17966 A  
NtPAP19 68% 7 1 % / 8 6 % 7 ^ 0 1 7 9 6 8 A 
o f f S i n S s AoPAP32 72% 75% / 87% AF126255 B 
Soybean GmPAP 74% 77% / 88% AF2Q0824 C 
lbPAP2 79% 8 1 % / 9 2 % AF20Q826 C，D 
Sweet Potato IbPAPI 65% 64% / 82% AF200825 C 
lbPAP3 64% 67% / 78% "aJ006870 C, D 
Arabidopsis AtPAP12 64% 67% / 79% AF492664 E 
thaliana AtPAP11 61% 54% / 75% NP1794Q5 E — 
Kidney Bean I KBPAP - 6 5 % / 7 9 % P80366 C 一 
Both TPAPl cDNA and protein showed high sequence similarity to other plant PAPs, 
ranging from 61% to 88% in cDNA sequence identity, 54% to 89% in amino acid 
sequence identity and 75% to 95% in amino acid sequence homology. The cDNA 
sequence of KBPAP is not available yet. References: A: Kaida et al., 2003; B: Liang 
et al., 1998; C: Schenk et al., 2000a; D: Durmus et al., 1999; E: Li et al,, 2002. 
4.2.3 Identification of potential metal ligating residues on TPAPl 
PAPs are characterized by their purple color in aqueous solution and their metal-
containing active sites. Therefore, through comparison of the metal ligating amino 
acid residues and the spacing of the metal ligating blocks of TPAPl and other plant 
PAPs, the potential flinction(s) of TPAPl can be predicted. By using multiple 
sequence alignment and comparison of plant PAPs (Table 4.1)，the metal ligating 
residues of PAPs (Schenk et al, 2000a) and TPAPl are aligned. Figure 4.8 shown that 
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like those PAPs that are characterized (such as KBPAP, IbPAP2 and IbPAP3) to 
contain metal ions in their active sites, TPAPl also contains the identical metal 
ligating residues and similar spacing of the metal ligating blocks. These results 
suggested that, similar to other plant PAPs, TPAPl should also have the same metal 
containing active site and phosphatase activity. 
4.2.4 Phylogenetic relationship of TPAPl to other plant PAPs 
Phylogenetic analysis was performed based on the multiple alignments, using 
ClustalW, of TPAPl cDNA with other plant PAP cDNAs，and TPAPl with other plant 
PAPs. Figure 4.9 showed the phylogenetic analysis of deduced amino acid sequences 
of TPAPl with other plant PAPs. In this analysis, four low molecular weight (LMW) 
plant PAPs (Schenk et al., 2000a) are also included, they are from A. thaliana (smAth, 
accession AF200827), soybean (smGmPAP, accession AF236108), kidney bean 
(smKBPAP, accession AF236109) and sweet potato (smIbPAP, accession AF236107). 
Phylogenetic relationship between TPAPl and other PAP showed that TPAPl belongs 
to the high molecular weight (HMW) plant PAP, and TPAPl showed a close 
phylogenetic with NtPAP12, NtPAP21 and IbPAP2, that fall on the Group V plant 
PAPs as suggested by Kaida et al (2003). In addition, AtPAPll was grouped 
separately from the other HMW plant PAPs that it may belong to a novel group of 
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plant PAR Also，AtPAPll also belongs to a different subgroup with AtPAP12 in the 
phylogenetic analysis studied by Li et al (2002). Phylogenic analysis of TPAPl 
cDNA and other plant cDNAs also showed similar results to amino acid sequence 
analysis (Figure 4.10). 
T P A P l . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . 7 9 . . 3 5 . 
KBPAP . 2 5 . . 3 2 . .巧..^Mg. . 3 5 . • 
HtPaP4 . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . 7 9 . . R J S . . 3 5 . .WSm 
HtPAPl2 . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . ^ Q . . 7 9 . . Q v l S . . 3 5 . . g ^ R 
HtPf lP l9 . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . 7 9 . . Q m R . . 3 5 . . K f f i 
HtPAP21 . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . 7 9 . . Q l R . . 3 5 . . g R 
AtPAPl2 , 2 5 . . 3 2 . . ^ Q . . 7 9 . • • v j j . . 3 5 . . g S B ! 
IbPAP2 . 2 5 . . 3 2 . . ^ H . . 7 9 . . B ^ ^ . . 3 5 . . g i f f i 
I b P A P l ^ B . . 2 5 . . 3 2 . - H ® . . 7 9 . . ^ v i . . 3 5 . . K w ! 
A t P A P l l s f f i S . . 2 4 . . 3 2 . . ^ B . . 7 9 . . f f l v B . . 3 5 . . Q R 
I b P A P 3 . 2 5 , . 3 2 . . 7 9 . . 3 5 . . R S ! 
AOPAP32 B o B . . 25 . - B S ^ . . 32 . . B S B . . 7 9 . . B l ^ . . 3 6 . . S B S 
* * * * 士 * * 
Figure 4.8: Partial alignment of plant PAPs and TPAPl for the conserved blocks 
surrounding the metal ligating residues. 
The metal ligating residues of the plant PAPs are identical, and the metal ligating 
blocks and their spacing are highly similar with each other. Similar sequences are 
shaded in grey; conserved sequences are shaded in black; numbers representing the 
spacing of amino acids between blocks; asterisks representing the metal ligating 
residues of PAPs. The tyrosine residue for Fe(III) coordination is located on the 
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Figure 4.9: Phylogenetic alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence of 
TPAPl with other plant PAPs. 
The phylogenetic tree was generated using the neighbor-joining algorithm. The names 
of genes are the same as in Table 4.1, the amino acid sequences of LMW plant PAPs 
were obtained from Schenk et al (2000a). TPAPl showed closed phylogenetic 
relationship with NtPAP12, NtPAP21 and IbPAP2 (shared high amino acid sequence 
similarity; Table 4.1), they can be grouped together in Group V (as suggested by 
Kaida et al., 2003) of HMW plant PAPs. AtPAPll, grouped separately from other 
plant PAPs, may belong to a novel group of HMW plant PAPs. Kaida et al. (2003) 
also obtained similar results in grouping the HMW plant PAPs. 
mmP4 
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rS^NiFAPt2 Figure 4.10: Phylogenetic alignment of the  
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4.2.5 Sequence comparison of 5'UTR of TPAPl and NtPAP12 
Results from Table 4.1, Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 showed that TPAPl and 
NtPAP12 are highly similar. In addition to the coding sequence, the 5'UTR of 
NtPAP12 and TPAPl are also highly similar, sharing 57% in sequence identity. 
NtPAP12 contains a 5'UTR of 290bp, which is similar to the 243bp of TPAPl 
promoter and the 22bp TPAPl 5'UTR immediately upstream of the start codon 
(Figure 4.11). Also a region of 47bp in length, which are nearly identical (40 
nucleotides identical out of 47 nucleotides) in both TPAPl and NtPAP12. These data 
suggested that NtPAP12 has a high possibility to be an ortholog of TPAPl in tobacco. 
H t p a p i 2 m S S E i c d R d S c G ^ G T S m A T G ^ T T ^ T B T A T B T A H C B t c g j - • T ^ T T H 
TPAPl H H S a j J - I A a S a a H S g C a S a g S a B a C a I a t B a S a A 
H t P A P i 2 C T T ^ B T Q t t t c t E G B T H H c c H A c B c G g T ^ C A I G T G S i A n c T f f l A G g i 
TPAPl AAAWBI-H GAAAABASGS 0ATSTTBAA0 AEEGG0CATS ST0AABCAa3 
HtPaPl2 a S c C c B a ® C C ^ T g H c G A t H g H c g B c T i c ^ Q c g T M c n T G A B 
T P f t P i T S - T T I G I S g g S I A - S — — a 0 - S - t | - S a H E ® , 姻 g S A C , 
HtPAPi2 BcHTgacBB c M a a H c ^ ffi^^^S ggj j jgj jgi i l t 
TPAPl l - g c f f l A ® t S - ^ g S t E c MnUnLiMAUj 
HtPAPl2 T c f f l E ^ T E S B S ^ A T A C T C C t B g Q a ^ ™ • T g - T ^ T A Q 
TPAPl G g I M H M i ^ B - Be m ^ m M 
HtPf lP i2 么Bdga-BBHc RPALIJYYLJEIIJDYI ASGSSETBTT RAGGBGHGC ^ A Q 
TPAPl T i l S d ^ A g S B S S g I c H a E - H - 0 C a C A 
Figure 4.11: Nucleotide sequence alignment of the TPAPl 5'UTR and NtPAP12 
5'UTR 
The 5'UTR of TPAPl (22bp) and the 243bp promoter region of TPAPl shared 57% in 
sequence identity to the 5'UTR of NtPAP12 (290bp). The highly conserved regions 
(47bp) presence in both TPAPl and NtPAP12 are underlined, 40 nucleotides out of 47 
nucleotides are identical. Triangle, the transcription start site of TPAPl，as revealed by 
5,RACE; asterisks, the potential start codon (ATG) of TPAPl and NtPAP12. 
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4.3 APase Activity Assay 
4.3.1 p-NPP APase activity assay 
APase activity was higher in medium of -Pi than +Pi. Increasing APase activity 
was also observed in -Pi medium for longer duration of Pi starvation (Figure 4.12). 
1 o  
[ • • " [ P i ] 二 OmM 丁 
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Days 
Figure 4.12: Activity of tomato secretory APase in medium of+Pi or -Pi 
Secreted proteins, presence in the MS liquid medium (either +Pi or -Pi), were 
collected and subjected to APase activity assay. Mean values were from two 
independent experiments (for both +Pi and -Pi medium) and triplicates for each 
APase activity assay. The APases activities were higher in -Pi medium than in +Pi 
medium. The upper and lower bars represent the standard deviation values. 
4.3.2 Activity-gel detection 
The SDS-gel photo showed that the major secretory proteins in tomato were 
proteins with mass of 25kDa to 40kDa (Figure 4.13a). There were no major visual 
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difference between the profiles of the secretory proteins of tomato seedlings 
incubating in +Pi medium and -Pi medium. The activity detection gel photo showed 
that, there was a protein of about 57kDa showed APase activity. The activity of this 
protein was much higher in the -Pi medium than in +Pi medium (Figure 4.13b). 
Bozzo et al. (2002) discovered that there are two secretory APases, 57kDa and 
84kDa glycoprotein, in the culture medium of 8-day Pi starved tomato cells. But in 
the 26-day Pi tomato seedlings, with continuous renewing the culture medium, only 
the 57kDa secretory APase was discovered. In order to determine whether there is an 
84kDa secretory APase present in tomato seedlings，another experiment was setup. 
Tomato seedlings, germinated and grown in +Pi MS liquid medium for 21 days, were 
transferred to -Pi MS liquid medium for 2 to 18 days without renewing the culture 
medium. The collected media were freeze-dried, desalted and analyzed for the 
secretory APases activity. Results from SDS-gel (Figure 4.14a) showed that there was 
no major visual differences between the profiles of secretory proteins of tomato 
seedlings during Pi starved from 2 days up to 18 days, however, activity-gel analysis 
revealed that, besides the 57kDa secretory APase, an additional secretory APase of 
molecular mass about 84kDa was found in media collected from 16-day and 18-day 
Pi starved tomato seedlings (Figure 4.14b)，indicating that an additional 84kDa 
secretory APase was produced during prolong Pi starvation, when the medium was 
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not renewed. 
In order to determine the possible reasons between the differences of the results 
of activity-gel analysis of secretory APases from Figure 4.13b and Figure 4.14b, a 
third experiment was setup. Tomato seedlings were germinated and grown in +Pi MS 
liquid medium for 21 days, after that they were transferred to either + Pi or -Pi MS 
liquid medium for 16 days and 27 days, without renewal of media. The medium from 
16-day Pi sufficient or Pi starvation were collected, renewed with fresh MS liquid 
medium of the same Pi concentration and incubated for an additional 11 days (Figure 
4.15). The collected media were subjected to activity-gel analysis for secretory APase 
activities (Figure 4.16). Results shown that, similar to Figure 4.14b, when the medium 
was not renewed, both 57kDa and 84kDa secretory APases were induced in 16-day of 
Pi starvation, and these two secretory APases were also found in 27-day of Pi 
starvation. However, when the -Pi medium was renewed on day 16, the 84kDa 
secretory APase cannot be found in the medium, after a total Pi starvation for 27 days 
(16 days plus 11 days). This may indicated that the induction of the 84kDa secretory 
APase depends on the presence of the 57kDa secretory APase in the medium, or the 
composition of the medium was altered during prolong incubation and induced the 
expression of the 84kDa secretory APase. 
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Figure 4.13: Activity-gel detection of APase activity of secretory proteins from 
26-day Pi starved tomato seedlings 
Samples on the day (Day 26 in Figure 4.16) after transferred into either +Pi or -Pi 
MS liquid medium, with medium renewed every 2 to 3 days, were chosen for 
activity-gel detection. Two replicates of SDS-gels were prepared for (a), Coomassie 
blue staining and (b), activity-gel detection. The secretory protein profile are similar 
in both conditions, with no significant additional bands observed in -Pi medium. A 
secretory APase with mass about 57kDa was discovered by its UV active product. The 
APase activity is higher in -Pi medium than in +Pi medium, indicating that the APase 
is induced during —Pi conditions. The marker used was Benchmark® Prestained 
Marker. 
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Figure 4.14: Activity-gel detection of secretory proteins in 2- to 18-day Pi starved 
tomato seedlings 
Samples after transferred into —Pi MS liquid medium for 2 to 18 days were collected 
for activity-gel detection. Two replicates of SDS-gels were prepared for (a) 
Coomassie blue staining; and (b) activity-gel detection. The secretory protein profiles 
were similar in the conditions tested. Secretory APase with mass about 57kDa was 
found in all time points (from 2- to 18-day of Pi starvation), and the activities of the 
57kDa APase remain fairly constant between time points. An additional secretory 
APase with mass about 84kDa was also found in 16- and 18-day of Pi starvation. The 
marker used was Precision Plus Protein Standard, Dual color. 
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Figure 4.15: Collection of culture media after different duration of Pi treatments 
Tomato seedlings were first germinated in +Pi MS liquid medium for 21 days and 
then transferred to either +Pi or -Pi medium. Tomato seedlings were either incubated 
for 27 days or 16 days plus 11 days in +Pi or -Pi starvation medium. Media were 
collected and analyzed for APases activity using activity-gel assay. 
Figure 4.16: Activity-gel detection of APase activity of secretory protein from 
different duration of Pi sufficient- or Pi starved-tomato seedlings 
MS liquid media were collected as described above. Expressions of 57kDa secretory 
APase in all time points under Pi starved conditions were much higher than that in Pi 
sufficient conditions. The 84kDa secretory APase can only be found in 16-day or 
27-day of continuous Pi starvation, but not in 16-day plus 11-day conditions. 
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4.4 Comparison of TPAPl, lAP, SAPl and SAP2 
Bozzo et al have identified and characterized three PAPs (SAPl and SAP2, 
Bozzo et al, 2002; lAP, Bozzo et al,, 2004) in Pi-starved tomato cells, except that 
other tomato PAPs showed high similarity in enzymatic properties, molecular masses 
and peptide sequence, it is highly possible that tomato has only three PAPs expressed 
during Pi starvation. Previously in our lab, it was shown that there is only one copy of 
TPAPl in the tomato genome (Zhang, 2001), therefore by comparing known and 
predicted properties of TPAPl with other identified tomato PAPs, it may possible to 
predict which tomato PAP may be the protein product of TPAPl gene. 
By comparison of the selected physical properties of lAP, SAPl, SAP2 to the 
predicted physical properties of TPAPl (Table 4.2), results showed that the predicted 
properties of TPAPl are similar to those of the SAP2, in that both are secretory 
glycoproteins with molecular mass of about SlkDa to 57kDa. However, the actual 
molecular mass of TPAPl remains to be determined, as the prediction of mass of 
TPAPl is lacking the glycosylated parts and glycosylation may increase the predicted 
mass from about 51kDa to 57kDa. Partial amino acid comparison (Figure 4.17) 
provided more clues of the similarity in amino acid sequence of SAP2 and TPAPl, as 
both SAP2 and TPAPl share identical amino acid sequence in 6 out of 7 tryptic 
peptide sequences, except for the presence of phenylalanine residue (F) in SAP2 but 
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valine residue (Y) in TPAPl. However, other plant PAPs, as listed in Table 4.1, have 
the same valine residue instead of phenylalanine residue (Figure 4.17; Bozzo et al., 
2002). Presence of phenylalanine residue, instead of valine residue, may due to amino 
acid sequencing error or because different variety of tomato were used in the study by 
Bozzo et al. (2002) and in this study. 
The tryptic peptide sequence of lAP p-subunit was showed to be similar with a 
part of the conserved phosphohydrolyase domain of various plant PAPs (Bozzo et al., 
2004). TPAPl and other plant PAPs (as listed in Table 4.1) also showed similarity to 
this tryptic peptide sequence (Figure 4.18). However, the amino acid sequence 
comparison of SAPl (tryptic peptide sequence; Bozzo et al., 2002), lAP a-subimit 
(N-terminal sequence and tryptic peptide sequence; Bozzo et al., 2004) and the 
N-terminal sequence of lAP P-subunit (Bozzo et al., 2004) showed no significant 
sequence similarity to the plant PAPs as listed in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of selected physical properties between lAP, SAPl, SAP2 
and TPAPl  
Properties [lAP |SAP1 |SAP2 ITPAPI 
Cytolocation Intracellular, Extracellular Extracel lu larExtracel lu lar 
predicted to 
be in cell 
vacuole  
Subunit 142kDa 84kDa 57kDa About 51 kDa, 
structure heterodimer monomer monomer without 
glycoslyation 
Glycosylated |Yes |Yes |Yes 
lAP is intracellular PAP, while SAPl and SAP2 are extracellular PAPs. The physical 
properties for lAP were taken from Bozzo et al. (2004), and those for SAPl and SAP2 
were from Bozzo et al. (2002). For TPAPl, they were predicted properties. TPAPl 
shares close physical properties to those of SAP2. As there is only one copy of TPAPl 
gene presence in the tomato genome (Zhang, 2001), TPAPl has a high probability to 
encodes for SAP2. 
SAP2 F ^ ^ ^ f f l 
T P A P l R ^ ^ ^ f f l 




HtPAP21 R ^ ^ ^ f f l 
AtP AP12 
IbPAP2 ^ Q ^ f f l 
I b P A P l 
A t P A P l l g f f i ^ ^ 
IbPAP3 i ^ ^ f f i n 
AOPAP32 Ifflff iHM 
士 
Figure 4.17: Partial amino acid sequence comparison and SAP2, TPAPl and 
other plant PAPs 
The tryptic peptide sequence of SAP2 (Bozzo et al., 2002) is identical to the predicted 
amino acid sequence of TPAPl，except that the phenylalanine (F) is present in SAP2 
but valine (V) in TPAPL When compared with other plant PAPs (Table 4.1), the 
deduced amino acid sequence of TPAPl is nearly identical to other plant PAPs, while 
the phenylalanine residue of SAP2 is dissimilar with other plant PAPs. The tryptic 
peptide sequence of SAP2 is close to the metal-ligating block of PAPs. Residues with 
similar properties are shown in grey, conserved residues in black. The metal-ligating 
residue is marked by an asterisk. 
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lAP-be ta ^ i B m H ^ G 
TPAPl •工 ^ ^ ^ 
KBPflP ffiyfflR^ 
HtPAP4 ffiv^R^ffl 
HtPAPl2 I H l B ^ ^ 
HtPAPl9 ffiyS^^ffl 
HtPAP21 g l l ^ R ^ 
AtP AP12 M x R ^ ^ f f l 
IbPAP2 H i v S I I ^ 
IbPAPl ffiv^R^ 
AtPflPl l M z R R ^ 
IbPAP3 M v B ^ ^ f f l 
AOPAP32 W 1 B H B 8 
Figure 4.18: Partial amino acid sequence comparison between lAP p-subunit, 
TPAPl and other plant PAPs 
The tryptic peptide sequence of lAP P-subunit (Bozzo et al., 2004) is highly similar to 
the predicted amino acid sequence of TPAPl, and other plant PAPs. However, the 
N-terminal sequence of lAP P-subunit showed no significant similarity to plant PAPs 
as listed in Table 4.1, suggesting that lAP P-subunit belongs to a different group of 
plant PAPs. When compared with plant PAPs as listed in Table 4.1, that lAP P-subunit 
may required another subunit (such as the lAP a-subunit) to form a fully functional 
PAP. The partial amino acid sequences of the plant PAPs (as listed in Table 4.1) are 
located close to the C-terminal of these PAPs. Residues with similar properties were 
shown in grey, conserved residues in black� 
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4.5 Potential Cis-acting Regulatory Elements (CAREs) on the TPAPl Promoter 
4.5.1 Search for potential CAREs 
Nucleotide sequence of TPAPl promoter (Figure 4.5) was submitted to 
web-based programs and databases to search for potential cis-acting regulatory 
elements (CAREs) and related information. These web-based programs and databases 
include, Matlnspector (Werner, 2000), PatSearch (Pesole et al., 2000), PlantCARE 
(Lescot et al, 2002)，PLACE (Higo et al, 1999)，TFSEARCH (Heinemeyer et al., 
1998) and TRANSFAC (Wingender et al., 2000). In addition, based on previous 
studies (Rubio et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2001; Mukatira et al., 2001; Hammond et al., 
2003), several potential CAREs were also found. The summary of potential CAREs 
located on the TPAPl promoter is shown in Table 4.3. 
4.5.2 Functions of CAREs 
From Table 4.3, CAREs that are related to hormonal responses (AuxRE, ERE, 
ABRE and AtMYB2) can be found on the TPAPl promoter, suggesting that the 
expression of TPAPl may be influenced by plant hormones such as auxin and 
ethylene, which are found to play a role in regulating plants response to Pi stress 
(Borch et al., 1999; Lopez-Bucio et al., 2002; Ma et al,, 2003). In addition, binding 
sites for transcription factors that are related to phosphate starvation (Ogawa et al., 
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1994, Franco-Zorilla et al., 2004) are also found in the TPAPl promoter. 
Table 4.3: Potential CARE sites on TPAPl promoter  
CAREs Position Sequence Function(s) 
AuxRE -1681 (+) CTACTCAATAAT Auxin response 
E ^ -1591 (-) TTTGAAAT Ethylene response 
-1561(+) AATTCAAA  
ABRE -1381 (-) T A T A C G T A G G A b s c i s i c acid (ABA) response 
AtMYB2 -2588 ( + ) C A A C G G AtMYB2 is a MYB 
binding sites -1277 (+) TAACGG transcription factor from 
Arabidopsis thaliana that act 
as activators in ABA response 
Pho4-like -1405 ( + ) C A C A T G Binding site of Pho4 from 
elements -1339 (+) CATGTG yeast that are related to Pi 
stress response  
PHR1 -366 (+) GAATATAC Binding site of PHR1 from 
-111 (+) GCATATTC A. thaliana that are related to 
1-88 (+) IGTATATAC |Pi stress response  
Nucletide sequence of TPAPl promoter was submitted to web-based programs for the 
search of potential CAREs as described above. Potential CAREs related to Pi 
starvation responses are listed above and underlined in Figure 4.5. Positions are given 
with respect to the start codon (ATG) of the TPAPl gene. (+) indicated that the 
CAREs are located on the positive strand (from 5,end to start codon), (-) indicated 
that the CAREs are located on the negative strand (from start codon to 5’end). All 
binding sequences are nucleotide sequences present on the positive strand. 
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4.6 Transient Expression Analysis 
4.6.1 Biolistic bombardment of TPAPl promoter fragments into tomato roots 
Biolistic bombardment of the p221/TPAPpro series into the 21-day-old tomato 
roots was performed. After GUS staining, the number of blue foci observed was 
counted (Figure 4.19). Results were showed in Table 4.4 
Figure 4.19: Roots of tomato seedlings expressing GUS gene 
Gold particles, coated with DNA, were introduced to the root region of 21-day-old 
tomato seedlings. After particle bombardment, the tomato seedlings were placed in 
either +Pi or —Pi MS liquid medium and incubated for 24hrs. After that the tomato 
seedlings were transferred to GUS staining solution and incubated at 37°C for 24hrs. 
The blue foci observed indicate the GUS activities, which turn the substrate X-glu 
into a blue product. The red arrows show some of the blue foci observed. Two 
replicates of tomato seedlings (each replicate included 4 tomato seedlings) were 
bombarded, one replicate was placed in +Pi medium, and the other was placed in -Pi 
medium. 
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Table 4.4: Results of biolistic bombardment 
Constructs Pi Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Total Mean 
” ” 彻 D 1 + P i 57 33 42 90 — — 222 55.50 p221/TPAPpro-l 
- P i 34 43 42 135 — — 254 63.50 
1 … / T D A D o + P i 99 56 145 27 142 135 604 100.67 p221/TPAPpro-2 
- P i 9 16 98 19 65 19 2 2 6 37.67 
o�i/丁DAD a 59 51 72 44 — — 226 56.50 p221/TPAPpro-3 
- P i 26 28 57 156 — — 267 66.75 
” i r r i M D + P i 6 25 94 38 103 — 266 53.20 p221/TPAPpro-4 
- P i 56 21 47 41 81 — 246 49.20 
+Pi 85 9 30 —— 一 一 124 41.33 
p221/TPAPpro-5 
- P i 56 53 48 — — — 157 52.33 
+Pi 0 2 — — — —— 2 1.00 
p221/TPAPpro-0 
-Pi 5 1 一 一 I — I — I 6 I 3.00 
The number of blue foci observed of each particle bombardment test was counted and 
listed as above. Phosphate level: +Pi: 1.25mM; -Pi: OmM. 
The results of particle bombardment suggested that, all constructs, except 
p221/TPAPpro-0, can be expressed in the tomato roots. For p221/TPAPpro-0, lacking 
the O.Skbp region upstream from the start codon (the core promoter region), is not 
able to express in tomato root. The activity of p221/TPAPpro-2 is higher in +Pi 
conditions, while low in -Pi conditions, while the expressions of the remaining 
constructs are not affected by the environmental Pi levels. 
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4.7 Transgenic Expression Analysis 
4.7.1 Transformation of tobacco 
The pl21/TPAPpro series was transformed into tobacco (Figure 4.20a to 4.20d), 
totally more than 100 transgenic tobaccos were produced and the integration of 
transgene was analyzed by Southern blot analysis (Figure 4.21a to Figure 4.2Ig; 
Table 4.5; Table 4.6). Among them, 62 transgenic tobacco plants with transgene 
integration were analyzed for GUS activity. 
\：麵‘，聯，、 
� U k , J i f ’ ' ’ � ‘ K  
Figure 4.20: Tobacco transformation 
(a) Leaf disc; (b) Callus induction; (c) Shoot formation and (d) Transgenic plantlet. 
Tobacco leaf discs were transformed with Agrobacterium culture containing the 
pl21/TPAPpro series. After callus induction and shoot formation, the transgenic 
plantlets were transferred to rooting medium. Totally, over 100 transgenic plants were 
produced. Integration of transgene and transgene copy number were confirmed by 
Southern blot analysis (see below). 
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Figure 4.21: Southern analysis of transgenic tobacco plants 
Genomic DNA (15|ig), from transgenic tobacco harboring plasmids 
(a) pl21/TPAPpro-l; (b) pl21/TPAPpro-2; (c) pl21/TPAPpro-3; (d) pl21/TPAPpro-4; 
(e) pl21/TPAPpro-5; (f) pl21/TPAPpro-5 and (g) pl21/TPAPpro-0, digested 
overnight with Hindlll, was separated by electrophoresis, blotted and probed with 
DIG-labeled antisense GUS probe. Different numbers of transgenic tobaccos 
represent different lines of tobacco. The copy number of transgene integration is 
indicated below each lane. Hindlll-digested plasmid pBI121 was used as positive 
control (+ve). pBI12L4, transgenic tobacco carrying the plasmid pBI121. Marker, 
DIG-labeled molecular marker. 
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Table 4.5: Summary of transgenic tobacco plants carrying trasngene 
Plant Copy No. Plant Copy No. Plant Copy No. Plant Copy No. Plant Copy No. Plant Copy No. 
0-2 1 1-4 2 2-2 1 3-1 5 4-2 1 5-1 2 
0-27 1 1-5 1 2-4 1 3-5 1 4-4 2 5-3 1 
0-28 1 1-11 2 2-7 3 3-7 2 4-11 1 5-4 3 
0-30 6 1-12 4 2-11 1 3-8 3 4-13 3 5-6 1 
0-32 2 1-15 1 2-13 4 3-9 1 4-23 1 5-8 1 
0-35 1 1-22 2 2-15 1 3-11 1 4-33 1 5-11 2 
0-37 1 2-17 1 3-13 1 5-15 2 
2-20 1 3-16 2 5-24 4 
2-22 2 3-34 3 5-25 2 
2-31 2 3-35 1 5-28 8 
2-52 1 3-36 10 5-29 7 
3-39 1 5-30 9 





5-40 1 L I 5-41 6 
Plants of different constructs are sorted into different columns. The copy number of 
transgene ranging from single copy to 10 copies. The copy number of pBI121.4 is 2. 
Table 4.6: Total number to transgenic tobacco plants used in each construct 
Construct Total number 





TPAPpro-0 I ? 
The number of transgenic tobaccos in each construct ranging from 6 to 19，and the 
total number of transgenic tobaccos is 62. 
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4.7.2 Northern and RT-PCR analysis of GUS expression 
RNA was isolated from the root region of tobacco plants, after placed either in 
+Pi or -Pi MS liquid medium for 2 days, subjected to gel electrophoresis and then 
transferred to nylon membrane. The membrane was first hybridized with DIG-labeled 
antisense GUS probe for detection of GUS expression (Figure 4.22a), and, after 
stripping, then hybridized with DIG-labeled antisense 18S rRNA probe for 
normalization of signal intensity (Figure 4.22b). 
Results showed that the GUS mRNA was undetectable by Northern analysis, 
except the RNA from transgenic tobacco pBI121.4, indicating that either the GUS 
mRNA abundance of the transgenic tobacco plants was too low for Northern analysis, 
or the GUS mRNAs were not stable. In order to determine whether GUS mRNA 
abundance or stability affecting the Northern analysis, RT-PCR method was used to 
detect the presence of GUS mRNA in the samples (Figure 4.23a and Figure 4.23b). 
RT-PCR results showed that the GUS mRNA was barely detected by amplifying 
the first l.OKbp region of the 5'end of GUS mRNA. In transgenic tobacco pBI12L4, 
a clear band of size about l.OKbp was visible after 40 rounds of amplification. This 
l.OKbp was also barely visible in transgenic tobacco 1-11, but not in other tobacco 
plants tested. Smears observed in the photos may due to the presence of excessive 
RNA used in the experiment. As the GUS mRNA was not clearly detected in 
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transgenic plants, except pBI121.4 which in the GUS gene is driven by the CaMV 
35S promoter, may be due to the expression level of GUS, driven by TPAPl promoter 
and its deleted versions, is extremely low, when compared with the constitutive and 
stronger CaMV 35S promoter. As shown in section 4.7.3，the GUS enzyme activity of 
transgenic tobacco plants, which was tested by RT-PCR, was only about one-sixth or 
lower when compared to that of transgenic tobacco pBI12L4 (Table 4.7 and Table 
4.8). 
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Figure 4.22: Northern analysis of GUS expression in transgenic tobacco plants 
RNA (10|ig) was separated by electrophoresis, blotted and probed with (a) 
DIG-labeled antisense GUS and (b) DIG-labeled antisense 18S rRNA. Hybridization 
with 18S rRNA probe was used as a control for loading. Results showed that it is 
unable to detect the GUS mRNA in the transgenic plants tested in +Pi and -Pi 
conditions, except for transgenic tobacco carrying the plasmid pBI121, indicating that 
the GUS mRNA population may be too low to be detected by Northern analysis. 
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Figure 4.23: RT-PCR analysis GUS mRNA 
(a) Samples from transgenic tobacco pBI121.4 (positive control), 1-11, 1-12, 2-20, 
2-52, 3-7 and 3-16; (b) Samples from transgenic tobaccos 4-29 (non-transgenic 
control), 4-33, 5-17, 5-25，0-27 and 0-35, and wild-type tobacco (negative control). 
Five microgram of RNA was used for the detection of GUS mRNA. Oligo-dT (15mer) 
was used for first strand cDNA synthesis, and GUS specific primers (for amplifying 
the first l.Okbp from the 5'end of GUS mRNA) were used in PGR with 40 cycles of 
amplification. The RT-PCR products were electrophoresis through 0.8% agarose gel. 
A band of about l.OKbp (arrow) was observed in transgenic tobacco pBI121.4 and 
1-11, while in other samples, no clear band was observed, indicating the GUS mRNA 
cannot be detected in these samples. The marker used is lKb+ ladder. 
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4.7.3 GUS activity analysis 
Apical parts of tobacco plants were cut and incubated in +Pi MS liquid medium 
for root regeneration (Figure 4.24). After root regeneration, the tobacco plants were 
placed in either +Pi or -Pi MS liquid medium for 2 days. All plants of the six 
constructs were analyzed for their GUS activity. pBI12L4 and wild-type tobacco 
plants were used as positive control and negative control, respectively. Results of the 
GUS activity analysis were shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. The GUS specific 
activity in the positive control (transgenic tobacco carrying the vector pBI121, 
pBI121.4) was high in roots and leaves under both +Pi and -Pi conditions, while in 
wild-type, the GUS specific activity was low in roots and leaves under both 
conditions, ranging from 0.22 to 0.86 in -Pi condition, and 0.18 to 0.84 in +Pi 
condition (unit of all values: nM [4-MU]/|Lig protein/min). The expression of GUS, 
under the control of TPAPl promoter and its fragments, was low in leaves in both +Pi 
and -Pi conditions. 
Figure 4.25 showed the GUS specific activities of root proteins for all transgenic 
tobacco from all constructs. In roots, the GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-1, 
TPAPpro-2 and TPAPpro-5 in -Pi conditions is higher than that in +Pi conditions for 
the same construct (P<0.05), while for other constructs, the differences are not 
statistically significant, indicating the expressions of GUS are similar under +Pi 
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and —Pi conditions for the same construct. Comparing with the GUS specific activities 
of wild-type tobacco under -Pi conditions, only TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-2 showed 
higher activity at ？<0.05, when under +Pi conditions, only TPAPpro-2 showed higher 
activity at P<0.01 (Table 4.9). 
When comparing the GUS specific activities among different constructs under 
+Pi conditions, only TPAPpro-2 showed higher expression than all other constructs 
(TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-3, ？<0.1; other constructs,尸<0.05)，suggesting only 
TPAPpro-2 is expressed during +Pi conditions. Other constructs, for which the 
differences in GUS specific activities are not statistically significant from that of the 
wild-type, may not be expressed during +Pi condition. 
When comparing the GUS specific activities among different constructs under 
-Pi conditions, TPAPpro-2 also showed higher expression than all other constructs 
(P<0.05), except TPAPpro-1, suggesting that TPAPpro-2 is also up-regulated in -Pi 
conditions. The GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-1，comparing with that of 
TPAPpro-4, TPAPpro-0 and wild-type tobaccos, also showed statistically significant 
at p<0.1, but is not statistically different when compare to that of TPAPpro-3 and 
TPAPpro-5, suggesting that TPAPpro-1 is also expressed during -Pi conditions. 
However，the GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-3 and TPAPpro-5 are not 
statistically different from that of TPAPpro-4, TPAPpro-0 and wild-type tobaccos. 
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Results are summarized in Table 4.10. 
The GUS specific activities (Figure 4.25) provided more clues about the 
differences in statistical analysis and measured GUS specific activities, as most values 
of the GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-3 and TPAPpro-5 in -Pi conditions may not 
be high enough to give statistical significance when tested against wild-type. In 
summary, TPAPpro-0, the construct lacking of core promoter elements, such as TATA 
box, displayed a very low GUS specific activity, similar to that of wild-type under +Pi 
and -Pi conditions. TPAPpro-1, the construct that contains 2.8Kbp upstream region, 
showed a higher GUS activity than that of the wild-type in —Pi conditions, but not 
under +Pi conditions. TPAPpro-2, the construct that contains l.SKbp upstream region, 
showed the highest GUS activity among all constructs, under both +Pi and -Pi 
conditions, and is the only construct that showed a higher GUS activity than that of 
the wild-type under +Pi conditions. TPAPpro-3, the construct that contains l.OKbp 
upstream region, although showing higher GUS activity than that of the wild-type 
under -Pi conditions, is not statistically significant. TPAPpro-4, the construct that 
only contains O.SKbp upstream region, showed low GUS enzyme activity, similar to 
that of the wild-type under both +Pi and -Pi conditions. TPAPpro-5, the construct that 
only contains the 0.3Kbp upstream region, showed higher GUS activity than that of 
the wild-type and TPAPpro-4 under -Pi condition, but is not statistically significant. 
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Figure 4.24: Tobacco apical cutting in MS liquid medium for root regeneration 
The apical part of tobacco was cut and placed in MS liquid medium for root 
regeneration. After root regeneration, the tobacco plants were transferred to either +Pi 
or —Pi medium for GUS activity analysis, GUS histochemical staining and RNA 
extraction. 
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Table 4.7; GUS specific activity of root protein from tobacco 
C o p y G U S specif ic activi ty (nM[4-MU] / | jg prote in /min) 
Plant n u m b e r Per plant per copy n u m b e r 
-Pi +P i -P i I +Pi 
Wi ld - t ype - 0 .22 - 0 . 8 6 0 . 1 8 - 0 . 8 4 
yP Mean: 0.55 Mean: 0.42 _ _ 
PBI121.4 2 75.10 82.95 37.55 41 .47 
C o p y G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU] / t j g prote in/min) 一 
Plant N u m b e r Per plant I per copy num be r 
£ i +Pi 一 -Pi +Pi “ 
1 -4 2 0 3 8 0^19 
1-5 1 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.10 
1-11 2 10.25 4.18 5.12 2 .09 
1 -12 4 12.58 0.52 3.14 0.13 
1 -15 1 3.19 0.44 3.19 0.44 
1 -22 I 2 I 1.49 1.02 0.74 0.51 
CoDv G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU]/Mg prote in/min)  
Plant N u m b e r per plant I per copy number — 
-Pi +Pi -Pi I +Pi 
^ 1 1.05 
2 -4 1 4 .76 0.50 4 .76 0.50 
2 -7 3 5.35 1.74 1.78 0.58 
2-11 1 16.46 3.28 16.46 3.28 
2 -13 4 6.67 0.54 1.67 0.14 
2 -15 1 13.49 16.73 13.49 16.73 
2 -17 1 0.31 0.42 0.31 0.42 
2 -20 1 15.72 5.34 15.72 5.34 
2 -22 2 4 .44 0.84 2.22 0.42 
2-31 2 2.99 1.21 1.49 0.61 
2 -52 1 10.52 4.17 10.52 4 .17 
^ G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU] / | jg prote in/min)  
Plant N u 二 p e r plant I per copy number 
-Pi +Pi “ -Pi +Pi 
^ ^ ^ ^ — 
3-5 1 0.71 0.86 0.71 0.86 
3-7 2 0.22 0.08 0.11 0.04 
3-8 3 0.72 0.65 0.24 0.22 
3-9 1 0.15 0.77 0.15 0.77 
3-11 1 0.53 0.48 0.53 0.48 
3 -13 1 0.89 0.10 0.89 0.10 
3-16 2 5.72 0.52 2.86 0.26 
3 -34 3 0.46 0.16 0.15 0.05 
3-35 1 37.75 10.24 37.75 10.24 
3-36 10 0.19 0.18 0.02 0.02 
3-39 1 2.65 1.85 2.65 1.85 
3-42 4 0.47 0.74 0.12 0.19 
1 1 8 
G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU] / | jg prote in/min)  
Copy per plant per copy number 
Plant N u m b e r -Pj ^ ^ T ^T^j 
4-2 1 Om o m 017 
4-4 2 1.18 1.61 0.59 0.81 
4-11 1 0.57 0.50 0.57 0.50 
4 -13 3 4 .20 0.94 1.40 0.31 
4 -23 1 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 
4 -33 1 0.17 0.24 0.17 0.24 
G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU]/Mg prote in/min) 
C o p y per plant per copy number 
Plant N u m b e r - p j +p\ “ I ^ j T ；JT^ j 
^ 2 d i e O ^ 1.78 ^ 
5-3 1 0.72 0.62 0.72 0.62 
5-4 3 6.35 6.05 2 .12 2.02 
5-6 1 12.44 1.00 12.44 1.00 
5-8 1 0.04 1.49 0.04 1.49 
5-11 2 0.56 0.50 0.28 0.25 
5-15 2 3.65 1.04 1.83 0.52 
5 -24 4 8.42 0.45 2.10 0.11 
5-25 2 11.92 1.33 5.96 0.67 
5 -28 8 0.62 0.23 0.08 0.03 
5 -29 7 0.30 0.41 0.04 0.06 
5-30 9 0.33 0.44 0.04 0.05 
5 -32 3 5.13 0.72 5.13 0.72 
5-34 1 0.87 0.50 0 .87 0.50 
5-35 2 0.20 0.32 0.10 0.16 
5 -37 2 0.35 0 . 35 0.17 0.18 
5 -39 3 8.83 7.25 2.94 2.42 
5-40 1 1.74 0.35 1.74 0.35 
5-41 6 0.43 0.34 0.07 0.06 
G U S specif ic activity (nM[4-MU]/Mg protein/min)  
Copy per plant per copy number 
Plant Number “ - p j +Pi - p j | + p j 
1 ~ o l s 
0-27 1 1.10 0.40 1.10 0.40 
0-28 1 0.48 0.42 0.48 0.42 
0-30 6 0.70 0.54 0.12 0.09 
0-32 2 0.76 0.21 0.38 0.11 
0-35 1 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.41 
0-37 1 0.64 0.42 0.64 0.42 
Root protein, extracted from tobacco plants treated either with -Pi or +Pi，was 
subjected to GUS activity analysis (section 3.5.4). Experiments were performed in 
triplicate and mean values were taken. The reaction mixture, followed Jefferson et al. 
(1987), placed in 96-well microtiter plate, was incubated at 37°C for SOmins. The unit 
of GUS specific activity was nM[4-MU]/jag protein/min. Wild-type, wild-type 
tobacco and pBI121.4, transgenic tobacco carrying plasmid pBI121，were used as 
negative control and positive control, respectively. The GUS specific activity values 
of leaf protein in wild-type were mean value. 
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Table 4.8: GUS specific activity (per copy number) of leaf protein from tobacco 
Plant -Pi +Pi Plant -Pi +P\~~ 
wi ld- type 0.37 0.35 ~ « o J o ^ ~ 
PBM21.4 36.14 41.10 4-4 0.09 0.16 
4-11 0.08 0.20 
Plant -Pi +Pi 4-13 0.40 0.15 
1-4 ^ ^ 4 - 2 3 0.15 0.18 
1-5 0 .56 0.32 4-33 0.24 0.22 
1-11 0.27 0.26 
1-12 0.67 0.27 Plant -Pi +Pi 
1 -15 0.19 0.04 ^ 024 
1-22 0.79 0.22 5-3 0.63 0.30 
5-4 1.04 1.20 
Plant -Pi +Pi 5-6 0.72 0.41 
2-2 0.10 ~ ^ 5 - 8 0.01 0.08 
2-4 0.89 0.15 5-11 0.15 0.24 
2-7 0.77 0.26 5-15 0.57 0.42 
2-11 0.47 0.13 5-25 0.05 0.01 
2-13 0.24 0.09 5-28 0.12 0.13 
2-17 0.23 0.15 5-29 0.15 0.21 
2-20 0.54 0.46 5-30 0.15 0.21 
2-22 0.69 0.50 5-32 0.16 0.13 
2-31 0.09 0.15 5-34 0.24 0.37 
2-52 0.29 0.23 5-35 0.06 0.21 
5-37 0.35 0.16 
Plant -Pi +Pi 5-39 0.28 0.20 
^ 0.24 O T ? ~ 5-40 0.26 0.13 
3-5 0.04 0.21 
3-7 0.09 0.05 Plant -Pi +Pi 
3-8 0.46 0.44 ~ ~ 
3-9 0.06 0.5 0-27 0.28 0.24 
3-11 0.23 0.25 0-28 0.33 0.31 
3-13 0.01 0.10 0-30 0.30 0.17 
3-16 0.10 0.31 0-32 0.15 0.12 
3-36 0.21 0.26 0-35 0.29 0.21 
3-39 0 15 0.28 
Leaf protein, extracted from tobacco plants treated either with -Pi or +Pi，was 
subjected to GUS activity analysis (section 3.5.4). Experiments were performed in 
triplicate and mean values were taken. The reaction mixture, followed Jefferson et al. 
(1987), placed in 96-well microtiter plate, was incubated at 37°C for 30mins. The unit 
of GUS specific activity was nM[4-MU]/|ig protein/min. Wild-type, wild-type 
tobacco and pBI121.4, transgenic tobacco carrying plasmid pBI121, were used as 
negative control and positive control, respectively. The GUS specific activity values 
of leaf protein in wild-type were mean value. 
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Table 4.9: Statistical analysis of GUS specific activity root proteins from different 
constructs in +Pi conditions 
TPAPpro-1 TPAPpro-2 TPAPpro-3 TPAPpro-4 TPAPpro-5 TPAPpro-0 Wild-type 
TPAPpro-1 - Yes* No No No No No 
TPAPpro-2 - Yes* Yes** Yes** Yes*** Yes*** 
TPAPpro-3 No No No No 
TPAPpro-4 - No No No 
TPAPpro-5 . No No 
TPAPpro-0 . No 
Wild-type . 
Statistical significance of the GUS specific activities among different constructs under 
+Pi conditions were determined by Mann-Whitney U test. Resulted indicated that the 
GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-2 are significantly higher from other constructs. 
No, no significant difference between the two construct tested; 
Yes*, significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.1 ； 
Yes**，significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.05; 
Yes***, significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.01; 
Table 4.10: Statistical analysis of GUS specific activity root proteins from 
different constructs in —Pi conditions 
TPAPpro-1 TPAPpro-2 TPAPpro-3 TPAPpro-4 TPAPpro-5 TPAPpro-0 Wild-type 
TPAPpro-1 - No No Yes* No Yes** Yes** 
TPAPpro-2 - Yes** Yes*** Yes** Yes*** Yes*" 
TPAPpro-3 - No No No No 
TPAPpro-4 - No No No 
TPAPpro-5 - No No 
TPAPpro-0 - No 
Wild-type -
Statistical significance of the GUS specific activities among different constructs 
under -Pi conditions were determined by Mann-Whitney U test. Resulted indicated 
that the GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-2 are significantly higher from other 
constructs except TPAPpro-1. The GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-1 are also 
significantly higher than that of wild-type, TPAPpro-0 (negative control) and 
TPAPpro-4 (non-expressing construct, Table 4.7 and Figure 4.25). The GUS specific 
activities of TPAPpro-3 and TPAPpro-5 are between that of TPAPpro-1 and wild-type, 
resulting in no statistical significance to that of TPAPpro-1 and wild-type. 
No, no significant difference between the two construct tested; 
Yes*，significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.1; 
Yes**，significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.05; 
Yes***, significant difference between the two construct tested at P<0.01; 
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Figure 4.25: GUS specific activities of root protein from individual plants of 
different constructs 
The GUS specific activities of TPAPpro-1，TPAPpro-2 and TPAPpro-5 in -Pi 
conditions is higher than that in +Pi conditions for the same construct (P<0.05), while 
for other constructs, the differences are not statistically significant. Comparing with 
the GUS specific activities of wild-type tobacco under -Pi conditions, only 
TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-2 showed higher activity at P<0.05, when under +Pi 
conditions, only TPAPpro-2 showed higher activity at P<0.01. 
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4.7.4 Histochemical staining of GUS 
Apical parts of tobaccos were cut and then incubated in +Pi MS liquid medium 
for root regeneration (Figure 4.24). Histochemical staining of GUS was preformed 
using tobacco roots, after placed either in +Pi or -Pi MS liquid medium for 2 days. 
Results were shown in Figures 4.26 to 4.32 and summarized in Table 4.11. Blue color 
indicated GUS activity. Wild-type tobacco, act as negative control, showed no blue 
color in their roots under both +Pi and -Pi conditions (Figure 4.26a and Figure 4.26b)， 
and transgenic tobacco harboring vector pBI121.4, act as positive control, stained blue 
in the entire root and plant (Figure 4.26c and Figure 4.26d). 
Transgenic tobaccos harboring constructs TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-5 showed 
intense blue color in root region (Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.31), especially in the root 
tip region (Figure 4.27g and Figure 4.3 lo) under -Pi conditions. Plants that detected 
with high GUS enzyme activity (Table 4.7 and Table 4.8) also showed more intense 
blue color. Those plants including plant 1-11 (Figure 4.27c), 1-15 (Figure 4.27e), 5-4 
(Figure 4.31c)，5-15 (Figure 4.3le), 5-24 (Figure 4.3Ig), 5-25 (Figure 4.3li) and 5-39 
(Figure 4.31k). Two plants of TPAPpro-5, 5-4 (Figure 4.31d) and 5-39 (Figure 4.311), 
also showed blue color, which may be due to the transgene was integrated in a 
genome environment that favor transcription. For transgenic tobaccos harboring the 
TPAPpro-1 construct, blue color was observed in the root tip region of the transgenic 
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plants under -Pi conditions, indicating that the TPAPl promoter is active in the root 
tip during Pi starvation. 
Transgenic tobacco harboring constructs TPAPpro-2 and TPAPpro-3 showed 
blue color in the entire root system (Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29) under -Pi conditions, 
in addition to the root system, the root tip was also stained dark (Figure 4.28o). In 
general, more TPAPpro-2 plants gave blue color under +Pi conditions than all other 
constructs, indicating the activity of TPAPpro-2 plants is also higher under +Pi 
conditions. In addition, some TPAPpro-3 plants also gave blue color under +Pi 
conditions (e.g. plant 3-1 and 3-35), however, the intensity was lower than that of 
TPAPpro-2 plants. 
Transgenic tobacco plants harboring the constructs TPAPpro-4 and TPAPpro-0 
showed no blue color development in GUS staining, under both +Pi and -Pi 
conditions (Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.32). 
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Figure 4.26: Histochemical staining of GUS in wild-type tobacco and transgenic 
tobacco pBI121.4 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), wild-type tobacco; and (c) and (d), transgenic tobacco pBI121.4 under -Pi 
[(a) and (c)] and +Pi [(b) and (d)] conditions. Tobaccos were placed in liquid MS 
medium, after placed in either +Pi or -Pi, for 2 days and then subjected to GUS 
histochemical staining. Tissues were submerged in GUS staining solution with 
0.5mg/mL X-glu and incubated at 3TC for 24hrs. After GUS staining, the tissues 
were destained in 15% ethanol. No blue color was observed in wild-type tobacco 
(negative control) but intense blue color was observed in transgenic tobacco pBI121.4 
(positive control). 
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Figure 4.27: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-1 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 1-4; (c) and (d), 1-11; (e) and (f), 1-15; under -Pi [(a), (c) and (e)] 
and +Pi [(b), (d) and (f)] conditions; (g), higher magnification of root tip of (c). 
Transgenic tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-1 showed intense blue color in the root 
tip, especially those plants (lines 1-11 and 1-15) with high GUS enzyme activity 
(Table 4.7). The root tip regions were stained with the most intense blue color, when 
viewed by higher magnification. Typical results are boxed with red lines. 
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Figure 4.28: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-2 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 2-4; (c) and (d), 2-7; (e) and (f), 2-13; (g) and (h), 2-15; (i) and (j), 
2-20; (k) and (1), 2-22; (m) and (n), 2-52; under -Pi [(a), (c), (e), (g), (i), (k) and (m)] 
and +Pi [(b), (d), (f), (h)，(j),� and (n)] conditions; (o), higher magnification view of 
root tip of (e). Transgenic tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-2 showed intense blue 
color in the root system, especially in root tip. The intensity of the blue color is higher 
than that in transgenic tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-1. Transgenic tobacco line 
2-15 also showed blue color under +Pi conditions. The root tip regions were stained 
the most intense blue color, similar to that of TPAPpro-1, as revealed under higher 
magnification. Typical results are boxed with red lines. 
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Figure 4.29: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-3 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 3-1; (c) and (d), 3-16; (e) and (f), 3-35; (g) and (h), 3-39; under -Pi 
[(a), (c), (e) and (g)] and +Pi [(b), (d), (f) and (h)] conditions. Transgenic tobacco 
plants carrying TPAPpro-3 showed blue color in the root system. Compared with 
TPAPpro-2 tobaccos, the intensity of blue color is lower. Transgenic tobacco lines 3-1 
and 3-35 also showed blue color under +Pi conditions. Like line 2-13, the blue color 
was the most intense in root tip of line 3-35. Typical results are boxed with red lines. 
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Figure 4.30: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-4 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 4-11; (c) and (d), 4-23; (e) and (f), 4-29; under -Pi [(a)，(c) and (e)] 
and +Pi [(b), (d) and (f)] conditions. Transgenic tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-4 
showed no detectable blue color in the root system. Compared with transgenic 
tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-1, TPAPpro-2 or TPAPpro-3, the intensity of blue 
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Figure 4.31: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-5 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 5-1; (c) and (d), 5-4; (e) and (f), 5-15; (g) and (h), 5-24; (i) and ⑴， 
5-25; (k) and (1), 5-39; (m) and (n), 5-41; under -Pi [(a), (c)，（e), (g), (i), (k) and (m)] 
and +Pi [(b), (d), (f), (h), (j), (1) and (n)] conditions; (o), higher magnification of root 
tip of (g). Transgenic tobacco plants carrying TPAPpro-5 showed intense blue color in 
the root tip, similar to that of TPAPpro-1. Observation at higher magnification, similar 
to that of TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-2, the GUS activity of TPAPpro-5 is also 
concentrated in the root tip. Transgenic tobacco lines 5-4 and 5-39 also showed blue 
color development under +Pi conditions. Typical results are boxed with red lines. 
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Figure 4.32: Histochemical staining of GUS in transgenic tobacco plants carrying 
TPAPpro-0 under -Pi and +Pi conditions 
(a) and (b), lines 0-2; (c) and (d), 0-27; (e) and (f), 0-35; (g) and (h), 0-37; under -Pi 
[(a), (c), (e) and (g)] and +Pi [(b), (d), (f) and (h)] conditions. Transgenic tobacco 
plants carrying TPAPpro-0 showed no detectable blue color in the root system. Lack 
of the core promoter region, resulting negative GUS expression and therefore, no blue 
color development, indicating the core promoter region is necessary for gene 
expression driven by the TPAPl promoter. Typical results are boxed with red lines. 
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Table 4.11: Summary of histochemical staining of GUS in tobacco plants of all 
constructs 
Conditions 
Construct Tp\ ~ I^ i 
Wild-type No blue color was observed No blue color was observed 
pBI121.4 (GUS Intense blue color in roots Intense blue color in roots 
driven by C a M V and whole plant (no spatial and whole plant (no spatial 
35S promoter) specificity) specificity) 
TPAPpro-1 No blue color was observed Intense blue color limited in 
root tips (spatial specificity) 
TPAPpro-2 Intermediate level of blue Intense blue color in the 
color in the entire root entire root system (no 
system (no spatial spatial specificity) 
specificity) 
TPAPpro-3 —Weak blue color in the Intense blue color in the 
entire root system (no entire root system (no 
spatial specificity) spatial specificity) 
TPAPpro-4 — No blue color was observed No blue color was observed 
TPAPpro-5 No blue color was observed Intense blue color limited In 
root tips (spatial specificity) 
TPAPpro-O No blue color was observed" No blue color was observed 
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Chapter 5: Discussions 
5.1 Properties of TPAPl 
5.1.1 Structure of the TPAPl promoter, gene and cDNA 
The TPAPl promoter locates upstream from the TPAPl gene, in a 2.8Kbp DNA 
fragment which showed Pi starvation responsiveness (Zhang, 1999，Section 4.6 and 
Section 4.7), and expressed in tomato root during Pi starvation (Zhang, 1999). 
The TPAPl gene, 3，632bp extending from the transcription start site to the 3'end 
of TPAPl cDNA, contains 8 exons and 7 introns that encodes for the TPAPl mRNA. 
The TPAPl cDNA contains an ORF of l,413bp with a high nucleotide sequence 
identity with other known plant PAP cDNAs, especially NtPAP12 (Table 4.1). There 
are 2 versions of TPAPl cDNA，differed in their length of 3'UTR, one with 91 bp 
followed by a polyA tail (TPAPl cDNA vl, Figure 4.6), and the other with 163bp 
3'UTR (TPAPl cDNA v2, Figure 4.6). The two 3'UTRs, located at the same exon, 
may arise due to alternative termination at the putative polyadenlyation site (Figure 
4.5). 
5.1.2 Potential function(s) of TPAPl 
The TPAPl cDNA, with an ORF of l，413bp, encodes for the TPAPl of 470 
amino acids. TPAPl contains a putative signal peptide, with a cleavage site between 
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the 27th and amino acid residue, and 4 potential N-linked glycosylation sites. It is 
predicted to be a secretory protein with a molecular mass, excluding the putative 
signal peptide and glycosylation, of 50.7kDa. 
TPAPl, similar to its cDNA, shows high sequence similarity with other 
well-studied plant PAPs, such as KBPAP (from kidney bean), IbPAPl, IbPAP2 and 
IbPAP3 (from sweet potato). Also TPAPl also shares the same metal-ligating residues, 
similar metal-ligating blocks and spacing with other plant PAPs (Figure 4.8). 
Phylogenetic relationship showed that TPAPl belongs to the group V of HMW plant 
PAPs (Kaida et al., 2003), and can be grouped together with NtPAP12, NtPAP21 and 
IbPAP2 (Figure 4.9). HMW plant PAPs contain an N-teraiinal domain in additional to 
the catalytic C-terminal domain (Li et al., 2002). 
All the available information suggests that TPAPl is a HMW plant PAPs and a 
secretory glycoprotein with molecular mass, excluding the putative signal peptide and 
glycosylation, of about SlkDa. TPAPl shares highly similar properties with other 
plant PAPs, which are also secretory glycoproteins (Schenk et al., 2000a; Li et al, 
2002). As a secretory PAP that is induced in roots during Pi starvation, TPAPl may 
play a role in scavenging extracellular organic Pi, and releasing Pi from the sources 
for plant uptake. 
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5.1.3 The potential relationship between TPAPl and NtPAP12 
TPAPl shares the highest identity to NtPAP12 both in amino acid and nucleotide 
coding sequence (Table 4.1) and is grouped together with NtPAP12 in phylogenetic 
analysis (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). Sequence comparison between the 5'UTR of 
NtPAP12 and the 5'UTR of TPAPl and TPAPl promoter (Figure 4.11) showed that 
they are highly similar and contains a nearly identical region of 47bp. As sequences of 
the non-coding region of genes are usually diverge with each other, the high similarity 
of 5'UTR of TPAPl and NtPAP12 suggests that NtPAP12 is likely an ortholog of 
TPAPl in tobacco. However, unlike TPAPl which is induced during Pi starvation (at 
0.2mM Pi or lower; Zhang, 2001), Kaida et al (2003) had shown that the expression 
of NtPAP12 is induced during cell wall regeneration in tobacco cell culture, but not to 
Pi starvation (at 0.2mM Pi). This difference in expression induction may be because 
the Pi concentration for NtPAP12 induction is lower, thus resulting in minimal 
expression of NtPAP12 at 0.2mM Pi concentration. 
5.2 Induction of Secretory APases during Pi Starvation 
The secretory APases activity, revealed by p-NPP APase activity analysis, was 
higher under -Pi conditions than under +Pi conditions, and the increase in activity is 
gradual when the tomato seedlings are Pi starved for longer duration (Figure 4.12). 
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Similar to the study by Bozzo et al. (2002) in tomato cells, two secretory APases, with 
mass of about 57kDa and 84kDa, were found in culture medium containing Pi-starved 
tomato roots. However, the differences between Bozzo's study and this study are: 
1) The 57kDa secretory APase is induced prior to the 84kDa secretory APase (Figure 
4.14b); 2) When the medium was renewed, only the 57kDa secretory APase was 
found (Figure 4.13b and Figure 4.16); and 3) The 84kDa secretory APase is induced 
during prolonged incubation in the medium (Figure 4.14b and Figure 4.16). These 
results suggest that the expression of the 57kDa secretory APase and the 84kDa 
secretory APase are controlled by different mechanisms. Either the 84kDa secretory 
APase is induced by prolong Pi starvation, or induced by the alteration of composition 
in the liquid medium during prolong incubation. 
5.3 Putative Protein Encode by theTPAPl cDNA 
Bozzo et al. (2002) isolated the two secretory APases (SAPl and SAP2) from 
tomato cells, and more recent, another intracellular APase (lAP, Bozzo et al., 2004). 
They had characterized the physical and enzymatic properties of the APases and 
found them all are PAPs (Bozzo et cd., 2002; Bozzo et al., 2004). Except that other 
tomato PAPs showed high similarity in enzymatic properties, molecular masses and 
peptide sequence, it is highly possible that tomato has only three PAPs expressed 
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during Pi starvation. 
Previous study in our lab has shown that TPAPl is likely a single gene copy in 
the tomato genome (Zhang, 2001). Therefore TPAPl has a high possibility to encode 
either one of the tomato PAPs as characterized by Bozzo et al. 
Results suggest that, TPAPl has a high possibility encode for SAP2 for several 
reasons: 1) Their expression is related to Pi starvation. Expression of TPAPl was 
shown to be regulated at transcriptional level during Pi starvation in tomato roots 
(Zhang, 2001), while SAP2 is induced in Pi starved tomato cells (Bozzo et al., 2002); 
2) They share similar molecular mass. TPAPl is predicted to be a secretory 
glycoprotein with a mass of about 51kDa, before glycosylaion, while SAP2 is a 
secretory glycoprotein with a mass of 57kDa (Bozzo et al., 2002). The difference 
between the mass of TPAPl and SAP2 may be due to the absence of glycoslyation in 
mass prediction of TPAPl; 3) Tryptic peptide sequence of SAP2 is nearly identical to 
the predicted amino acid sequence of TPAPl, except for the phenylalanine residue in 
SAP2 becoming valine residue in TPAPl. This difference may be due to different 
varieties of tomato were used in Bozzo's study and this study, or due to amino acid 
sequencing errors and 4) Results from RT-PCR, 5,RACE and 3'RACE on TPAPl 
mRNA showed that there is only one version of TPAPl cDNA ORF, supporting that 
the earlier finding that TPAPl gene exists as a single copy in tomato genome. 
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However, further studies are required to confirm whether SAP2 is encoded by 
the TPAPl gene. 
5.4 Promoter Analysis of TPAPl 
5.4.1 Construct preparation 
Through promoter deletion, the TPAPl promoter was trimmed from 5'end into 5 
regions (Table 5.1). Different constructs carried different regions of the TPAPl 
promoter (Table 5.2). 
Table 5.1: Division of the TPAPl promoter into 5 regions 
Region Location (bp)  
A -1,780 to-2,745 
B -974 to-1,779 
C -438 to-973 
D -261 to -437 
1 Immediately upstream of start codon to -260 
Locations indicate the regions in base pairs upstream from the start codon 
Table 5.2: TPAPl promoter fragments and their component regions 
Constructs |Region(s) contained Length of promoter 
TPAPpro-1 一 ABCDE 2.8kbp  
TPAPpro-2 BCDE 1.8kbp  
TPAPpro-3 CPE l.Okbp  
TPAPpro-4 DE 0.5kbp  
TPAPpro-5 E 0.3kbp  
TPAPpro-0 I ABC |2.3kbp  
Different constructs have different regions deleted. TPAPpro-1 is the longest version 
of the TPAPl promoter. TPAPpro-2, TPAPpro-3, TPAPpro-4 and TPAPpro-5 are the 
deleted versions from the 5'end ofTPAPpro-1, and TPAPpro-0 is the TPAPl promoter 
lacking the O.Skbp upstream region from start codon. 
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5.4.2 Potential CAREs located on the TPAPl promoter 
The search for potential CAREs on the TPAPl promoter revealed that there are 
binding sites for hormone responsive elements, such as auxin and ethylene, and Pi 
starvation related transcription factor binding sites, such as Pho4 and PHRl. In 
general, potential binding sites for hormone responsive elements (AuxRE, ERE, 
ABRE and AtMYB2) are located near the 5'end of the promoter, whereas potential 
PHRl binding sites are found near the 3'end. Most potential binding sites are within 
the region B (-973 to -1,779 region), including hormonal responsive elements 
(AuxRE, ERE, ABRE and AtMYB2) and phosphate starvation element (Pho-4 like 
binding sites) and only one potential AtMYB2 binding site was found in region A 
(—1,780 to -2,745 region). The potential PHRl binding sites are in region D (-261 
to -437 region, containing one potential PHRl binding site) and region E (-1 to -260 
region, containing two potential PHRl binding site). However, no known CARE sites 
were found in region C (-438 to -972 region). Results of potential CARE sites are 
summarized in Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of potential CAREs located on the TPAPl 
promoter 
C A R E S that are related to hormonal responses are located near the 5,end of the 
promoter, while the PHRl binding sites are located near the 3'end of the promoter. 
Most CAREs are found in region B. Name of regions is the same as in Table 5.1. 
5.4.3 Transient expression analysis 
Results from transient expression analysis by particle bombardment showed that, 
the cloned TPAPl promoter and its deleted versions are functional, except that 
TPAPpro-0, the construct lacking the core promoter region, is not function. The 
activity of TPAPpro-2 is positively regulated by the environmental Pi levels，while the 
expressions of the remaining constructs are not affected by the environmental Pi 
levels. 
Although particle bombardment provides a fast platform to test gene expression, 
such experiments suffer from one drawback, as the promoter region and the reporter 
gene are not integrated into genome, therefore, the role of chromosome in the 
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regulation of reporter gene expression is not taken into account. Also, particle 
bombardment may lead to injury of bombarded tissue, resulting in alternation of 
expression patterns or death of tissue. 
5.4.4 Transgenic expression analysis 
5.4.4.1 Northern analysis and RT-PCR analysis of GUS expression 
Both northern analysis and RT-PCR results (Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23) showed 
that the expression level of GUS mRNA, driven by the TPAPl promoter and its 
deletions, was too low to be detected by these two methods when compared with the 
constitutive and stronger CaMV 35S promoter. 
In order to enhance the population of GUS mRNA, longer duration of Pi 
starvation may be needed, as in Zhang's study (2001), mRNA samples extracted from 
15-day Pi-starved tomato seedlings were used in northern analysis. Similarly, p-NPP 
APase activity analysis also showed that the expression of APases were higher under 
longer duration of Pi starvation. 
5.4.4.2 GUS activity analysis 
GUS specific activity in transgenic tobacco leaves was very low (except for the 
positive control, transgenic tobacco pBI121.4) under both +Pi and -Pi conditions, 
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suggesting that the TPAPl promoter is inactive in the leaves of tobacco. 
GUS specific activity assay showed that the activity of the 2.8kbp TPAPl 
promoter (TPAPpro-1，2.8Kbp) is induced under -Pi conditions, when compared with 
the GUS specific activity of wild-type tobacco. These results suggest that the activity 
of the 2.8kbp TPAPl promoter is induced by environmental Pi deficiency. 
The activity of the TPAPl promoter was further increased when Region A was 
deleted (TPAPpro-2, 2.0Kbp), leading to a high expression under -Pi conditions 
(Figure 4.25) and most importantly, high GUS expression under +Pi conditions when 
compared to that of wild-type and other constructs. Under +Pi conditions, only the 
GUS specific activity of TPAPpro-2 gave significant differences among all constructs, 
indicating TPAPpro-2 is active under +Pi conditions. 
The GUS specific activity dropped when the TPAPl promoter was further 
deleted to l.OKbp (TPAPpro-3) under both +Pi and -Pi conditions. As the GUS 
specific activity of TPAPpro-3 lies between wild-type (and TPAPpro-0 and 
TPAPpro-4) and TPAPpro-1, therefore the GUS specific activity of TPAPpro-3 is not 
statistically significant when compare with other constructs (except TPAPpro-2). 
These results suggest that both Regions A and B of the TPAPl promoter are important 
for regulating the activity of TPAPl promoter. Region B may be responsible for the 
induction of TPAPl promoter, while Region A may play a role in -Pi specific 
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response. 
TPAPpro-4 (O.SKbp) showed similar GUS specific activity as that of the 
wild-type under both +Pi and -Pi conditions, indicating that when Regions A, B and 
C are removed, the TPAPl promoter will lost almost all activity. 
The GUS specific activity of TPAPpro-5 is higher than that of TPAPpro-4. The 
differences in their GUS specific activity is not statistically significant may be 
because the GUS specific activity of TPAPpro-5 lies between TPAPpro-4 (and 
TPAPpro-0 and wild-type) and TPAPpro-1. These suggest that Region E of the TPAPl 
promoter also responds to environmental Pi deficiency. 
TPAPpro-0, TPAPl promoter without the core promoter, also showed similar 
GUS specific activity to that of wild-type under both +Pi and -Pi conditions, 
suggesting that the core promoter is important for TPAPl promoter activity. 
5.4.4.3 Histochemical staining of GUS 
Results from histochemical staining of GUS can be divided mainly into two 
categories, expressed only in root tip (TPAPpro-1 and TPAPpro-5) and entire root 
expression in addition to root tip expression (TPAPpro-2 and TPAPpro-3). TPAPpro-1, 
the longest (2.8kbp) version of TPAPl promoter used in this study, is active only in 
the root tip, suggesting that the native TPAPl promoter may also active in the root tip. 
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As root tip is a very active region in the root system, it may also play a role in Pi 
sensing. When Pi is limiting, the root tip is the first region that senses the Pi 
deficiency signal, resulting in the induction of psi genes, such as TPAPl. In addition, 
TPAPl is predicted to be a secretory protein, therefore, its expression in root tip may 
be able to aid the plants in scavenging organic Pi. 
Results from histochemical staining of GUS also suggested that Region A is 
important for regulating the spatial expression of the TPAPl promoter, as when 
Region A is removed, the spatial expression pattern changed from root tip expression 
to whole root expression. Further removal of Regions B, C and D resulted in restoring 
the spatial expression pattern from whole root expression to root tip expression. 
5.5 Hypothetical Model for TPAPl Promoter Activities 
5.5.1 Model for expression level 
Based on the results of GUS enzyme activity, the TPAPl promoter and its 
deletions are only active in the roots of tobacco. As no construct is active in the 
tobacco leaves, suggesting that either the root specific motif(s) is/are located in 
Region E, which is the common region in all the constructs except TPAPpro-0 (Table 
5.2)，or transcription factors that regulate the TPAPl promoter activity are root 
specific. 
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In the study of transcription program of Arabidopsis \QdiVQS and roots during Pi 
deficiency, Wu et al (2003) showed that among the 111 transcription factors that are 
induced or repressed during Pi deficiency, only 19 of the transcription factors are 
common in both leaves and roots (Section 2.2.4.5). These data suggest that 
Arabidopsis leaves and roots utilize different transcription programs during Pi 
deficiency, and tobacco may also utilize a similar program like Arabidopsis. 
Region E should contain regulatory elements (in addition to the core promoter 
like TATA box and CAAT box for transcription initiation) specific for -Pi expression, 
and a factor like the Arabidopsis Pi-starvation transcription factor, PHRl, in the 
Region E, may play a role in -Pi specific response. Importantly, two potential PHRl 
binding sites are found the Region E (Table 4.3; Figure 5.1). 
Region D, when present, can repress the activity of Region E, suggesting that it 
may contain repressor element(s) capable of interfering the activity of the core 
promoter and Region E. Although cytokinins are able to repress the expression of 
Pi-starvation induced (psi) genes (Franco-Zorrilla et al, 2002; Section 2.2.3)， 
cis-acting regulatory element(s) or transcription factor(s) that are responsible for 
cytokinin responses is still unknown today. 
Region B and Region C are likely to contain enhancer elements that may act 
synergistically with each other, in that when Region B and/or Region C is/are present, 
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the activity of TPAPl promoter will be increased, under both +Pi and -Pi conditions. 
Region A should contain element(s) that is able to repress the +Pi induction 
response of Region B and Region C，resulting in -Pi specific response of the TPAPl 
promoter. The potential elements regulating the TPAPl promoter is summarized in 
Figure 5.2. 
5.5.2 Models for spatial expressions 
According to the GUS histochemical staining results, there are two possible 
models for the spatial expression of TPAPl promoter and its deletions. 
The first model is that root tip specific elements are presence in Region E and 
Region A and their presence results in root tip specific expression. Region C may 
contain root specific element(s) able to override the root tip specific element in 
Region E when Region A is absent. The root specific elements therefore, loosen the 
root tip specific expression to the whole root system. This model is summarized in 
Figure 5.2. 
The second model is the TPAPl promoter and its deletions are all root tip 
specific, which is supported by the observation that TPAPl promoter and its deletions 
are highly expressed in the root tip. Blue color observed in regions other than root tip 
(i.e. the entire root system) is a result of high GUS expression, as the GUS enzyme 
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may leak into surrounding cells and giving blue color. This model is supported by 
comparing the root tip of transgenic plants 1-11 (Figure 4.27g), 2-13 (Figure 4.28o), 
3-35 (Figure 4.29e) and 5-24 (Figure 4.31o) with the root tip of pBI121.4 (Figure 
4.26c and Figure 4.26d), only transgenic tobacco harboring TPAPl promoter and its 
deletions shown intense blue color in root tip. 
The first model, supported by the different patterns in GUS histochemical 
staining in each construct is favored, as it is unlikely for the GUS enzyme to spread 
from the tip to the entire root (second model). 
Expression Level 
Core p romoter & 
-Pi specif ic response 
+Pi specif ic Enhancers Repressor 
repressor (Non-specif ic) (non-specif ic) 
[ A I B I C I D I E I 
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Spatial Expression 
广 • (not in scale) 
Figure 5.2: Summary for the potential regulating elements present in the TPAPl 
promoter 
The regulatory system of TPAPl promoter can be divided into two parts, the 
expression level system, which contains enhancers, repressors and -Pi/+Pi specific 
elements, and the spatial expression system (of the first model), which contains root 
region specific elements. In the second model for spatial expression (Section 5.5.2), 
the spatial expression system can be omitted. 
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5.6 Future Perspectives 
In this study, the TPAPl gene and its cDNA were cloned. By comparing the 
predicted physical properties and amino acid sequence of TPAPl to that of SAP2, it is 
likely that TPAPl encodes for SAP2. However, this remains to be firmly established. 
In the study of secretory APases in tomato seedlings, mechanism of induction of 
the 57kDa secretory APase is different from the 84kDa secretory APase. If the 57kDa 
secretory APase is the SAP2 and the 84kDa secretory APase is the SAPl as 
characterized by Bozzo et al (2002), how the two APases are regulated in response to 
nutrient availability in the environmental, and how the expression of the two APases 
interact with each other are interesting to study. 
The promoter region regulating the TPAPl, a phosphate starvation inducible 
gene in tomato, was chosen as a model to study the regulation of promoter activity in 
response to Pi deficiency in plants, using transient expression analysis and transgenic 
expression analysis. This study discovered that the TPAPl promoter is expressed in 
root tip during Pi starvation, and it may contains enhancers, repressors and other 
specific cis-acting regulatory elements (CAREs) that act in concern for the expression 
of TPAPl. In addition, web-based search has provided a vast amount of information, 
including potential destination of protein, molecular mass prediction and potential 
glycoslyation sites and the prediction of CARE sites within the promoter. However, 
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web-based programs may generate false positive results, therefore, careful 
experiments should be taken to confirm the predictions. In addition, introns of a gene 
may also play a role in gene expression regulation, and the introns of the TPAPl gene 
may also play a role in regulating TPAPl expression. Further studies should focus on 
revealing the CAREs located on the TPAPl promoter and whether TPAPl introns may 
play a role in TPAPl expression regulation. 
Plant hormones play a very important role in regulating the plant's responses to 
the ever-changing environment. Further studies could focus on the role of plant 
hormones, especially auxin, ethylene and cytokinins, in regulating the activity of 
TPAPl promoter and its deletions. Studies may also focus on the discovery of 
cis-acting regulatory element(s) present on the TPAPl promoter and the trans-acting 
elements (transcription factors) interacting with it, and how these elements interacting 
with each other. When compared the expression pattern of TPAPl with tobacco 
NtPAP12, although TPAPl and NtPAP12 share high identity in the 5' upstream region 
of 0.3Kbp, the mechanism regulating the expression of TPAPl and NtPAP12 seems 
different. Whether the expression ofNtPAP12 is induced by OmM Pi condition or 
expression of TPAPl is related to cell wall regeneration other than Pi deficiency, 
remains to be established. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
The TPAPl gene, its cDNA and the promoter region that regulates its activity, 
were chosen as a model for the study of the mechanism of plant's response to 
environmental Pi deficiency. Several conclusions can be drawn: 
1). The nucleotide sequence of TPAPl cDNA and its predicted amino acid 
sequence showed high sequence identity and homology to the cDNA and amino acid 
sequences of the high molecular weight PAPs of diverse plants including tobacco, 
sweet potato and Arabidopsis, especially with tobacco NtPAP12. 
2). The sequence of promoter (0.3Kbp upstream from start codon) and the 5' 
untranslated region of TPAPl showed high identity to the 5' untranslated region of 
NtPAP12，therefore, NtPAP12 may be an ortholog of TPAPl in tobacco. 
3). The predicted physical properties and amino acid sequence of TPAPl are 
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highly similar to S AP2, with the support of other evidences, such as the single copy of 
TPAPl in the tomato genome and northern analysis of TPAPl mRNA (Zhang, 2001), 
it is highly probable that TPAPl encodes for SAP2. 
4). Induction of the 57kDa secretory APase is related to environmental Pi 
deficiency. The induction of the 84kDa secretory APase may be related to prolong Pi 
starvation or related to alternation of culture medium composition. 
5). Search for potential cis-acting regulatory elements (CAREs) suggests that 
there are potential CAREs in the TPAPl promoter related to hormonal and Pi 
starvation response. 
6). In the transgenic study of TPAPl promoter in tobacco, it was found that the 
TPAPpro-1 promoter is expressed in the root tip during Pi deficiency. Its expression 
level, as revealed by GUS enzyme activity, is altered when sequentially deleted, 
suggesting that there are regulatory elements, which include enhancers, repressors, 
and Pi specific elements. 
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